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Summarv

Sutuvrnnv
The problem stated in this thesis refers to the indistinctness of the relation between

organisational safety and technical safety in existing chemical facilities. These two aspects of

safety are analysed by Layer of Protection Analysis (LOPA) and Safety Quality Factor (SQF), for

respectively technical and organisational safety.

LOPA is a semi-quantitative risk assessment tool that describes the safety in a chemical

facility by analysing hazard scenarios in combination with a special type of safeguards

(Independent Protection Layers) that are installed around a facility. In these scenarios chance

estimates are used for the quantification of the scenarios. SQF describes organisational safety by

combining the results of three complementary assessment tools. SQF was developed as a tool to

enhance the reliability of the chance estimates. The chance estimates are mostly based on

technical informatiory which leaves the human aspect underexposed. The SQF is a correction

factor that introduces the human aspect in LOPA.

In an attempt to clarify this relation a model has been developed within the demarcation of

the tools, which links LOPA and SQF thoroughly. This link was developed in two steps.

The first step is the analysis of the generic Independent Protection Layers (IPLs) for their

level of human aspects. This was done by developing a phenomenological tree where the

human aspects could be differentiated from the technical aspects.

In the second step the aspects from the phenomenological tree of the IPLs are coupled to the

parts of the SQF. This second step yields a distribution of the influence that the SQF and the

IPLs have on each other. This distribution in combination with the distribution of human

aspects in the phenomenological tree yields a (numerical) description of the relation between

organisational safety and technical safety, as described by the SQF and LOPA.

The numerical values of this description are then used to adapt the analysis of LOPA

scenarios. By introducing a correction factor based on the description given by the model, in

combination with the company scores for organisational safety, the chance estimates can be

corrected for their human aspect in a more detailed manner than the SQF in its original form.

A second result from the model is a tool for the management of a chemical facility, where

the management wants to enhance the safety status of the company by changing the

organisational safety. The tool based on this gives clear handles on the angles that are believed

to have the most gain for that company.
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Introduction

I INrnooUCTIoN
The chemical industry has large responsibilities in modern society. Almost all products

that people encounter in their daily lives are somehow connected to the chemical industry. Due

to this "omnipresence" of the chemical industry, it is important to keep safety in check. Not
only for the safety of the consumer of the products, but also the safety of the people that are

responsible for the processing of the products needs to be guaranteed. However, the chemical

industry, like any other industry, wants to maximise profit with minimal costs. It takes a more

conscious effort to operate a chemical plant in a safe manner than to operate it in a cost-effective

mannet. This seems logical, because safety, in contrast with quality, is a very abstract concept.

For example, if a product doesn't meet all specifications (off-spec), it can't be sold (or not for the

desired price) and this has direct (economic) consequences for the company. If the company is

relatively safe, but the operation still seems to be stable, the tendency to move toward a less safe

operation mode is quite tempting. This is the dilemma that the management of every chemical

facility faces.

Safety doesn't only cost money, safe operation also has a number of advantages, which are

discussed below.

First, the accidents that happened in Chernobyl and Bhopal have opened the eyes of the

chemical industry worldwide to the possible impacts that faulty safety management can have.

The consequences of these accidents have led companies to realise that safe operation is also

usually the most economical way of operation. The additional costs of preventive maintenance

are balanced by the calmness of steady operation. Especially in the petrochemical industry,

where the economic margins are minimal, a slight upset can be very costly for a company.

Therefore there is also an economic drive for safe operation. (CCPS, 2001)

Flowever, the economic drive for safe operation is not the only incentive for safety. The

health of the personnel and the surrounding population is also of great importance. Economic

profit can also be obtained when the process is altered (or in case of new processes, developed)

to be less hazardous to the environment. If less hazardous materials are used, less precautions

have to be taken to mitigate the results of any possible accidents. What you don't have, can't
leak. (CCPS, 1996) Strict regulations have also been developed to protect the people in the

vicinity of a chemical facility and to control the emissions of so-called greenhouse gases to the

atmosphere.

Despite the best efforts of management, accidents will always occur. Over the years, the

relative proportion of human error causes in accidents has increased sharply. This can be

attributed to the fact that the reliability of the machines has leaped forward over the past years,

while the reliability of humans lemained relatively stable. (}i/:ill, 1992) This tendency is also

implied in Figure 1-1.

ó
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Figure 1-1. Accidents over the past 30 years (adapted from Mill, 1992)

Much research is done on the field of human factors in the chemical industry. One such

institution is TNO. TNO is an abbreviation of applied scientific research (Toegepast

Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek). TNO was founded as a result of a Dutch law that

stipulated that there should be an independent research facility in The Netherlands. It is

however completely independent of the national government. TNO is active in five key areas:

r Quality of life
¡ Defence, security and safety

¡ Science and industry
o Built environment and geosciences

¡ Information and communication technology.

This research is performed at one of the offices for the key area Quality of life. The main

interest here lies in organisational safety, but there is contact with other departments of TNO

that specialise in the technical aspects of industrial safety.

'j,,1 Problem statement

The dichotomy between the reliability of machine performance and the reliability of human

performance has become more profound over the recent years. It is widely acknowledged that

the technical and organisational aspects of industrial safety are interrelated and maybe even

interdependent, but the exact nature of this relation remains unclear. This leads to a new field of

safety optimisation as both technical safety and organisational safety have been independently

optimised. The relation between technical safety and organisational safety is the focus of this

research thesis.

The problem statement of this research thesis is formulated as follows:

The relation betzoeen organisøtionøl søfety ønd technicøl søfety is ill-defined, uhich

reduces the maximum safety leoel thøt cøn be attnined in nn orgønisøtion. All
(successful) attempts to clarifu this relationshþ zuill (indirectly) improae the oaerøll

søfety performønce of ø company.

ó
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Introduction

1.2 Goal

The following goal can be derived from the problem statement:

To deaelop a model zuithin the framezuork drtned by the ongoing research øt TNO that

clarifies (semí-quantitøtiaely) the reløtion betueen orgønisøtional safety and technicql

søfety in (existing) chemicøI føcilities ønd shortens the necessøry øssessment time

øssociøted zoith current øssessment methods for organisøtionøl søfety.

1-.3 Demarcation of research

The broadness of the research area under consideratíon makes further demarcation necessary.

. As stated in the research goal, the direction of this thesis is given by TNO research that has

already been performed.

. The organisational safety as mentioned in the research goal is described by the Safety

Quality Factor (SQF).

o The Safety Quality Factor is a tool that describes organisational safety by combining the

results of three independent assessment tools. (See section 4.1)

o The technical safety as mentioned in the research goal is described by Layer of Protection

Analysis (LOPA).

o LOPA is a methodology that describes and analyses the protection layers that are

installed around a chemical plant to ensure safe operation. (See section 3.4)

. The technical safety aspect of the research is restricted to the chemical industry. Further

demarcation to a specific branch of the chemical industry was not deemed necessary.

Therefore the discussion of chemical processes mentioned are industrial-scale.

. The LOPA methodology consists of 8 layers (as will be further explained in section 3.4).

Flowever, only the inner 5 layers will be analysed in the course of this thesis.

L.4 Research questions

In order to reach the research goal stated above, multiple research questions have been defined.

Each research question focuses on a different aspect of the research goal.

1,.4.1 Clørify reløtion betzoeen orgønisøtionøl søfety ønd technicøl søfety

The relation between the two aspects of safety is further detailed in the research questions

below:

1. To what extent does organisational safety, as described by the Safety Quality Factor,

influence the choices that are made concerning technical safety of chemical facilities, as

described by LOPA, and vice versa?

a. How large is the relative influence of the various human factors on the reliability of the

different protection layers of a chemical facility?

b. How large is the impact of technical factors in the different aspects of the SQF

assessment tools when applied to a chemical facility?

ó
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Technical vs. organisational aspect of industrial safety

2 TTCUxICAL VS. ORGANISATIoNAL ASPEcT oF

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

This chapter deals with the theory that underlies the thesis. Due to the vastness of the

subject of industrial safety no attempt has been made to give a complete overview of the entire

subject. Safety related theory is restricted to the minimum amount of knowledge that is
necessary to understand the research methods and results. The same line of reasoning goes for

the methodologies, where only the methodologies that are rèlevant for the analysis of the

research questions are discussed.

In this research is it is attempted to combine two worlds. One the one hand there is the

technical science with the physical devices and on the other hand there are the social sciences.

In this chapter the literature on industrial safety is reviewed from both sides. They are

discussed separately in order to keep a clear view of the distinctions between the technical

aspects and the social aspects. It is imperative in this stage of the research to create a maximally

large separation between the two aspects in order to accomplish a clearer melt. This seems

contradictory,butif the starting points have not been clearly defined, it is impossible to obtain a

clearly defined result.

The theoretical basis of the basis of this thesis is a model of industrial safety that was developed

by TNO. Figure 2-1 s at underlies this thesis.

Quick Ëcan

Figure 2-1. TNO's model of industrial safeÇ (Gort, 2005)

The double headed arrows signify an interaction. The names on the arrows are the tools

that are used to assess the different interactions that are relevant in the study of industrial

safety. The interaction between people and technology would have been a study of ergonomics,

but that is not related to this thesis.

The tool that is linked to the block "technology" is discussed in chapter 3, and the tools

that are linked to the block "organisatioÍ1" aÍe discussed in chapter 4.

Safeiy Culture
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Technical aspects of industrial safety

3 TncHNICAL ASPECTS oF INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

This section deals with the technical aspects associated with the safety of chemical

processes. Industrial safety is surrounded by a large body of nomenclaturg which greatly

reduces the clarity of the subject. Therefore first a brief introduction is given of the main

definitions concerning industrial safety. This introduction is followed by a description of the

processes that are involved in risk analysis. A few examples are given that have specific

importance either for the course of the thesis of for LOPA. The goal of this description is to

clarify the position of LOPA in the risk analysis process.

5.L Nomenclature and definitions
Safety is a very broad concept, which has developed over time. Therefore the nomenclature

of industrial safety is quite complex and needs to be explained before applying the concepts in

the framework of chemical processes. Terms like hazard, danger and risk seem similar, but

there are some very fundamental differences between these concepts.

The working definition for risk as used in this thesis is:

" A meq.sure of human injury, enrsironmental dømage, or economic loss in terms of both

the incident likelihood and the møgnitude of the loss or injury." (CCPS, 2000)

The working definition forhazard as used in this thesis is:

"A chemicsl or physical condition that høs the potential for cøusing dømøge to people,

property, or the enuironment." (CCP9,2000)

From these definitions it becomes clear that risk is a (semi-)quantifiable entity and hazard is

completely qualitative. However, they are causally related. A hazard always constitutes a risk,

and if there is a risk, there must be ahazard that causes the risk. A more extensive dictionary of

safety related nomenclature is given in Appendix A.

3.2 The life-cycle of chemical processes

The life-cycle of a chemical process is a very important aspect in safety. Different aspects of

the safety system of a chemical process are developed in different stages of the life-cycle. A

detailed description of the concurrent development of the safety system is given in Appendix B.

The life-cycle of chemical processes has a profound impact on the analysis of the research thesis,

and as such needs special attention. As shown in Figure 3-1, the life-cycle consists of a number

of steps. Each step is briefly described below.

ó
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Figure 3-1. The life-cycle of a chemical process

RESEARCH

The first step of the life-cycle is the conception of an idea for a (new) process. This idea will
then be developed. In order to assess the feasibility research is done to determine the chemistry

and the (prospected) market position is established. At the end of every phase the feasibility is

determined in order to assess whether to continue to the next level.

PRE.ENG[\IEERING

If the results of this preliminary research are positive, the development continues to pre-

engineering. In this stage the process sequence is established in a very coarse manner. Every

chemical process has the same basic set-up. There is a pre-treatment sectiory which is followed

by a reaction section, and the process ends with downstream processing. The material flows

connecting the sections are the product streams and recycle loops. This is graphically

represented in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2. Outline of a general chemical process

In the pre-engineering phase the basic equipment is identified and preliminary sizing is

done. The mass and energy balances are calculated and a process flow diagram is drawn. The

control philosophy is also developed in this stage. The control philosophy states how the

process will be controlled, and a schematic process control system is drawn onto the process

flow diagram.

DETAILED ENGINEERING

The next step in the development of a chemical process is the detailed engineering. In this

stage the level of detail is taken up a notch. The process flow diagram is further developed into

ó
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a piping & instrumentation diagram (P&ID). The P&ID shows the same equipment as the

process flow diagram, but in there are some important differences. All the attributes (nozzles,

safety relief valves, mixers, etc.) of every piece of equipment are shown in a P&ID. All the

piping, including the piping to spare pieces of equipment and the layout of the utilities flows

throughout the process is drawn on the P&ID. The process control system is drawn in a great

level of detail. In this phase the isometrics (spatial coordination) are determined.

CoNSTRUCTIoN AND CoMMISSIoNING

After approval of the detailed engineering the facility is built and taken into operation.

Prior to and during the construction of the plant many operational procedures need to be

followed in order to ensure safe start-up. After the constructed plant is constructed, checked

and approved the start-up procedures and operational controller tuning can be performed.

When all tests have been done and everything seems to be in order, the plant is taken into

operation.

Opnnanou, uanutgNeNcn, Irloomlcetlotrls

The operation of the plant is the most attractive from an economic perspective. One of the

main concerns of this stage is to operate the plant is a safe manner. This also includes keeping

the process within control boundaries and delivering a good quality product. Maintenance is

another very important issue of the operation phase. If the maintenance management is not

adequate, unsafe situations can arise, with all devastating consequences that might result from

such a situation.

During operation the market can change, leading to the need for modifications to the plant.

These modifications can range from a scale-up to a complete revamp where new technology or

process routes are introduced. The development of these modifications go through the entire

life-cycle, as if it were a new process. The emphasis of this thesis lies on the operational phase of

the life-cycle.

DECOMtnSSIoMNG

After a number of years the plant is taken out of operation. This can be done due to the age

of the installation, or the market for the product may have collapsed. An unwanted scenario for

decommissioning is a large accident where the costs of repairing the damage done are larger

than decommissioning the plant.

3.3 Risk analysis

Safety is taken into account from the earliest stages of the design process. An integral part

of industrial safety is the risk involved in the process. The goal of every operation is to have a

completely safe facility, i.e. zero risk. However, this goal is impossible to attain. Therefore

acceptability criteria of risks have been developed. These criteria have been clustered in the

concept of an ALARA region. ALARA stands for As Low As Reasonably Achievable. (Skelton,

1ee7)

Assessing the risks concerning the operation of a chemical process is a very complex task.

Risk is defined as the product of the frequency of a specific event and the consequence of that

ó
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event. Risk analysis follows this framework. First the hazards are identified. The next step is to

assess the consequences and estimated frequencies of these hazards. When these analyses are

completed, the risks concerning the hazards can be evaluated and action can be taken to

mitigate the risks, if necessary. This process is schematically depicted in Figure 3-3. There are

many different tools available to perform the different steps in the risk analysis process. These

are summed in Appendix C.

. Absolute and
relative risks
. Majrr risk
contribuhrs
. Comparisons with
other r¡sks

Ti
Qualitatlve ranking of i

recommendalions 
i

Quantified benefits and
costs of rislËreduction
alternati\€s

Figure 3-3. Risk analysis sequence (adapted from CCPS,2002)

}J'AZOP

IJAZOP is an abbreviation of Hazard and Operability Study. The objective of HAZOP is to

identify a maximum number of hazardous scenarios in the process. This objective is reached by

using guide words to analyse the causes and consequences of deviations that can occur in the

key pieces of equipment. The safeguards for the scenarios are also identified. A HAZOP study

is performedby a team with people (experts) from different parts of the process. HAZOP only

generates scenarios and is therefore a qualitative tool. (Flynn,2002)

FATTLT TREE ANALYSIS (FTA) AND EVENT TREE ANALYSIS (ETA)

Fault tree analysis and event tree analysis are frequency assessment methods. Fault trees

and event trees are very suitable for quantification. This facilitates the estimation of frequencies

of rare events, which is their purpose in risk analysis. Fault trees and event trees are both logic

trees, but the approaches are different. A fault tree starts with a 'top event'. The top event is the

unwanted event for which the causes need to be clarified and the causes are placed below the

top event in a logical order. The tree continues until the basic events that cause the top event are

identified. Basic events can't be split in other causes. Figure 3-4 shows the symbols that are

frequently used in logic trees.

ó
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Logic symbols Event symbols

OR gate
Basic event - Baslc fault
or primary hilure

Combination event - An e\€nt l€sulting
from thË combination of hasic events

A basic fault which doEsn't need t0 be
developed to its cause(s)

An impoftant lault which needs h be
developEd futher

TransÉrrEd e\€nt - Tmnsfer from Er to
another lault tree

AND gate

Figure 3-4. Symbols used in fault and even trees (Adapted from Skelton, L997)

An event tree begins with a basic cause and works toward the possible accidents that can be

caused by this basic cause. The basic cause is on the left and the consequences move to the right.

In event trees the less damaging event is placed in the upper branch. An example of a fault tree

is given below.

Figure 3-5. Example of a fault tree

(http ://web. ics.purdue.e du I ^tfey enlCourses/ie558/materials/FTA_proj_ex.jp g)

One of the pitfalls in using fault trees is the possibility that a certain basic event occurs more

often for one top event. This causes the different branches to become interdependent and it
becomes very difficult to quantify the tree reliably. A second pitfall is the existence of a common

cause that causes multiple (sub)systems to fail. A third option is the situation where there are

identical components in a tree. This also lowers the degree of protection.

An advantage of an event tree over a fault tree is that an event tree can accommodate for

many types of outcomes. In a fault tree there are only two options, success and failure. The
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event tree is easier to comprehend because it moves from cause to effect, and that is a more

natural line of thinking than the reverse order. A disadvantage of event trees is that they can

become very large if the analysis is very detailed. In order to circumvent this problem event

trees are more coarse.

3.4 Layer of protection analysis (LOPA)

As described in the introduction LOPA is the method of choice for assessing the technical

safety status of a company. In the risk assessment methodology range LOPA can be allocated as

a frequency assessment method. The theoretical basis of the LOPA methodology is best

explained by Figure 3-6.

LOPA is based on the safeguards that surround a design. In order for a mitigating system

(or a safeguard) to be classified as an independent protection layer (IPL) four criteria need to be

met. The IPL must be independent specific, dependable and auditable. These criteria will be

discussed in more detail below. (Summers, 2003)

SPECFICITY

An IPL must mitigate the consequences of a specific scenario

INo¡pnNosNcn

The independence of an IPL means that the working of the different IPLs must not

influence each other. Therefore, if one of the IPLs fails, this failure does not cause the failure of

other IPLs.

DapsNInRnnrry

The reliability for each IPL it must be determined. This is expressed in terms of a

probability of failure on demand (PFD). The probability of failure on demand signifies the

chance that an IPL will fail when needed. The way in which the PFDs are linked to safety

integrity levels (SIL) is shown in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1. Safety integrity level combined with probability of failure on demand (Dowell,

1998; Summers,1998)

Generalised view Availability
required

PFDSIL

1

2

3

4

Potential for minor injuries 90.00 - 99.00"/"

Potential for major serious injuries or one fatality 99.00 - 9990%

Potential for multiple fatalities

Potential for fatalities in the community

The attribution of safety integrity levels (SILs) to probabilities of failure on demand (PFDs)

facilitates the attribution of PFDs to certain independent protection layers (IPLs). All safety

interlock systems (SISs) are given a safety integrity level (SIL) to indicate the reliability of the

system. This SIL can then easily be translated to a PFD for a scenario in LOPA.

ó
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Auorernrry
An IPL must be open to check-ups. If a safeguard is installed, but there is no way of testing

the reliability and the working of the IPL, it is not an IPL.

Figure 3-6. Independent protection layers of a chemical facility (adapted from CCPS, 2001)

Figure 3-6 shows the different independent protection layers (IPLs) that can be identified in
a chemical facility. The goal of the independent protection layers (IPLs) is to mitigate the effects

of a process upset. The independent protection layers (IPLs) that are written in a black font are

protective IPLs, whereas the IPLs that are written in a white font are mitigating IPLs. This

distinction is made because there is no loss of containment in scenarios that do not cross the

protective IPLs. The workings of the IPLs is best explained by an example:

The first step of hazard mitigation is to prevent the existence of the hazards. There is a

special field of research that is devoted to the prevention of hazards, which is called Inherently
Safer Design (ISD). The main philosophy of Inherently Safer Design is given in Appendix D.

Since it is not possible to eliminate all hazards, the following scenario will be taken as an

example:

lnitiøting ereflt: Due to nn unknoTln error, the temperøture in one of the reactors

becomes too high (øssuming an exothermql reaction)

Consequence: Possibility of ø runazuay reøction

The first IPL is the Basic Process Control System. If it is operational, a temperature sensor

will measure the increase in temperature, and it will send a signal to the valve of the coolant to
increase the flow of coolant, which will reduce the temperature in the reactor.

ó
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If this system malfunctions, the second IPL will be called upon. An alarm will be set off in

the alarm room, signalling the strong increase in temperature. If this IPL is operational, both the

alarm system will worþ and the operator will respond in an adequate manner. The temperature

rise continues, because the reaction is exothermal. Most reactions go faster when the

temperature increases, and since the reaction produces heat, the temperature increase will
continue unless stopped by an IPL.

The third IPL that witl be called to action if the former two IPLs have failed is the Safety

Instrumented Function, formerly known as the Emergency Shutdown System. The name

implies the function of this IPL. This is also an instrumented IPL like the Basic Process Control

System, but in this IPL the emphasis of design is on reliability of the design. Another very

important design issue is to keep the Basic Process Control System sufficiently separated from

the Safety Instrumented Function in order to avoid common cause failures, which would

compromise the independence of the IPLs.

Upon failure of the third IPL the barrier is crossed where there is no loss of containment.

The main function of the fourth IPL is to keep the damage within limits. A relief device is

installed as a weak point which will fail when the pressure becomes too high. In this scenario

the pressure increases as a result of the temperature increase. The relief device gives an opening

for a reduction in pressure. If a relief device is not installed, the reactor might break under the

stress, leading to considerable damage,

If the fourth IPL also fails the loss of containment becomes large and dikes and other

massive containments are necessary to protect the environment and the personnel.

The latter two IPLs are only used in extreme cases.

The chance that the full consequences of a scenario occurs decreases with every IPL. This is

shown graphically in Figure 3-7. The dashed blocks in Figure 3-7 represent different IPLs. The

scenarios that are analysed in LOPA are usually generated during H.AZOP sessions. Appendix

E shows how the different steps in IrJ'AZOP are converted to fit in the LOPA methodology. So

per initiating event for a scenario, a LOPA is done. All the LOPA analyses together then yield

the results of the complete analysis of the facility.
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lniti
Success

Failure

Failure

Failure

Thickness of arrow
represents frequency
of the consequence if
later lPLs arc not
successful
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Consequence
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Figure 3-7. LOPA and event tree (adapted from CCPS, 2001)

The analysis of LOPA scenarios is done in a number of steps. Figure 3-8 shows the flow-

chart of the analysis of a scenario.

The first step is to determine the causes and effects (consequences) of an unmitigated scenario.

The consequence of an unmitigated scenario is defined by two aspects:

1. Severity (in terms of fatalities, economic damage, etc.)

2. Probability

The severity of the consequence is divided in categories. A consequence of category 1

implies a economic loss that is smaller than 50.000 euro and there is no sick leave from the

personnel. An accident that has a consequence category beholds a damage of more than 10

million euro and multiple fatalities. The categories 2, 3, and 4 have increasingly severe

consequences within the range given by category 1 and 5. (Gort, 2005)

\tVhen the severity of a scenario has been established a risk matrix with acceptability criteria

can be used to give the relationship between the severity of a consequence and the frequency

that is deemed acceptable by the company. The more severe the consequence, the lower the

accepted probability. An example risk matrix is shown is Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2. Example of a risk matrix with acceptability criteria (adapted from Gort, 2005)

Consequence

frequency (/yr)

Category 1 Category 5

100 - 10-1

10-1 - 10-2

10-2 - 10-3

10-3 - 104

104 - 10r

10r - 10-6

1,0-6 - 107

The consequence of an unmitigated scenario can theoretically be mitigated in two ways:

7. By decreasing the frequency

Installed Independent Protection Layers mitigate the consequences of the hazard only by

decreasing the probability; the nature of the unmitigated consequence is not altered by the IPLs.

2. By adjusting the consequence category

Since a scenario has a fixed outcome, it is not possible to change the consequence category.

\Alhen the consequence category of a scenario is determined, the accepted consequence

frequency follows from the risk matrix. If the accepted frequency is sn-raller than the scenario

frequency, the IPLs need to be installecl to reduce the scenario frequency. This is explained by

the example scenario that was previously used to explain the workings of IPLs.

Initiøtittg elJent: Dtte to øn tmlcnoun error, the temperature in one of the reøctors

becomes too high (øssuming øn exothermnl reqction)

Consequence: Possibility of a nmmoøy rectction

The consequence category of a runaway reaction lies in the range of category 4 or 5,

depending on the nature of the chemicals. If the chemicals are (highly) hazardous or toxic,

the damage to the environment and the people will be larger than when relatively harmless

chemicals are used. The analysis will be done in the following manner:

In this category range the accepted probability is 10-s times a year or less,

If the initiating event - the temperature rise - occurs once a week, the frequency is 52 times

per year. This frequency needs to be rednced to 10 s times a year or less.

The first IPL is the Basic Process Control System. It is assumed that its Probability of Failure

on Demand (PFD) is 16:. (This is a default value for instrumental failure.)

The chance that both independent events (the scenario and the failure of BPCS) occur

simultaneously is 52 x 10-3 = 5.2702.

ó
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o This is the probability that the full consequences of the scenario result from an

initiating event. The maximum probability was set to 10-5, so this value is too high

and more IPLs need to be installed.

The IPL Critical alarms and human intervention is the second IPL in line. This IPL has a

Probability of Failure on Demand of 10¡. This is the default value for human failure.

The probability that the scenario can result in a runaway is 5.2'10-2 x 10r : 5.2.10-3

o This value is still higher than 10-5, so a third IPL is introduced to the system.

The third IPL that is needed is the Safety Instrumented Function. This IPL is specially

designed to have a high dependability, so its PFD can be assumed to be 10-s.

The probability of an unmitigated event is now reduced to 5.210t x 10-s = 5.210-8

This is less than the frequency of maximum frequency of 10-5, so three IPLs are needed to

mitigate the hazard that is caused by the temperature increase.

When working with very small numbers, it can be difficult to be able to see the effects of the

IPLs clearly. A way to work around this issue is to use the logged values of the chance

estimates. The calculation becomes slightly different, but the results are easier to interpret.

This analysis can also be done in reverse order, when it is assessed whether the installed

IPLs represent a sufficient frequency reduction for the specific scenario.

It can be seen from the above explanation that the chance estimates are very important.

These chance estimates are also very difficult to assess correctly (if there is such a thing with
estimates). There are rules of thumb, but they are not sufficient
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Figure 3-8. Flow-chart for the LOPA methodology (adapted from Summers,2003)
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4 OncaTISATIoNAL ASPECT oF INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

The (relative) percentage of human factors in accidents has increased as a result of the

changing environments of chemical plants. The integrity of the equipment has greatly

improved, and the tasks of operators have become increasingly difficult. The human-machine

interface that the operators work with has changed in a direction that is less intuitively

appealing to the operators. (Cacciabue, 2000) This trend of increasing human factor accidents is

reinforced by the process of "normalisation of deviance". This process means that when

deviating from the standards within boundary limits does not result in accidents, deviation

becomes the norm for standard operation. Exceeding the safety boundaries will then become

more frequent. (Besco, 2004) These processes clarify the need for effective human factors

management.

Many human reliability analysis (HRA) methods have been developed over the years. It is
beyond the scope of this thesis to treat these in great detail. A comparison and discussion of a

number of human reliability analysis methods is given in Appendix F. The nature of human

error will also not be discussed in great detail, because it is outside the scope of this thesis,

4"1 Safety Quality Factor

TNO has developed a tool to assist the management of a company to gain insight in the

organisational safety of their company and to improve the reliability of the LOPA methodology.

This tool is called the safety quality factor (SQF) and comprises of three tools. These tools are

Tripod Delta, an OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan and a safety culture quick scan. Tripod Delta and

the OHSAS 18001 quick scan measure the interaction between the organisation and the business

processes. (Reinders, 2004a; Reinders, 2004b; Gort, 2004) The interaction between these three

tools and LOPA is given in Figure 2-1.

The improvement of the reliability of LOPA is achieved by acting as a correction factor for

the PFDs of the IPLs. The different tools that make up the Safety Quality Factor and the

implementation of the Safety Quality Factor in LOPA are discussed below.

4.1.1 Tripod Deltø

Tripod works on the following assumption:

The effectiveness of the safety management system (SMS) is measured by the level of

control the management has over the working environment. (Gort, 2005) The level of control is

measured by questionnaires. Tripod is based on a model derived by Reason (1990) called GEMS

(Generic Error Modelling System). The model is explained in Appendix G. Eleven faclors (Bøsic

Risk Factors) were defined that are believed to play a facilitating role in accidents. This theory is

shown schematically in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1. Accident causation according to Groeneweg (2002)

From Figure 4-1, it can be seen that there are infinitely many ways in which a substandard

act can occur. A substandard act is an action that is not performed in a sufficiently accurate

manner. Therefore the causes of the substandard acts should be addressed. These causes are

believed to be the basic risk factors. They are listed and briefly explained in Table 4-1. The first

10 basic risk factors (BRFs) are preventive in nature, and the last basic risk factor (BRF) is

mitigating in nature. The first 5 basic risk factors (BRFs) are specific per branch and are not

always applicable, The latter 5 basic risk factors (BRFs) are generic and can always be used.

Table 4-1. Definition of Basic Risk Factors (BRFs)

Specific for a branch

Design (DE) Ergonomically poor design of tools or equipment (user-unfriendly)

Hardware (HW) Poor quality, conditiory suitability or availability of materials: tools,

equipment and components

No or inadequate performance of maintenance tasks and repairs

No or insufficient attention given to keeping the work floor clean or tidied

up

Unsuitable physical conditions and other influences that have a

disadvantageous effect on human functigning

Insufficient quality or availability of procedures, guidelines, instructions

and manuals (specifications, 'paperwork', use in practice)

No or insufficient competence or experience among employees (not

sufficiently suited / inadequately trained)

No or ineffective communication between the various sites, departments

or employees of a company or with the official bodies

The situation in which employees must choose between optimal working

methods according to the established rules on one hand, and the pursuit of

productiorl financial, political, social or individual goals on the other

Shortcomings in the organisation's structure, organisation's philosophy,

Maintenance (MM)

Housekeeping

(HK)

Error enforcing

conditions (EC)

Generic

Procedures (PR)

Training (TR)

Communication

(co)
Incompatible goals

(IG)

Prevention Basic Risk Factors
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Prevention Basic Risk Factors

Organisation (OR) Organisational processes or management strategies, resulting in
inadequate or ineffective management of the company

Defences (DF) No or insufficient protection of people, material and environment against

the consequehces of the operational disturbances

Tripod is developed to cover a wide range of businesses. Therefore a description of the
business process with reference to the basic risk factors (BRFs) is provided with a way to
optimise the business process in a way that minimises the basic risk factors (BRFs). The business

process is divided into four aspects.

Strategy phase lmplementation phase
!

Operations phase

Business process

Figure 4-2. The business process (adapted from Groeneweg,2002)

The drivers in the business process are the standards and policies of the company. The

resources and methods of the business process encompass the implementation of the business

strategy . The output is the result of the previous steps. Table 4-2 gives the characteristics of the

different aspects of the business process.

Table 4-2. characteristics of plTur", of the business process (Groeneweg ,2002)

Drivers Methods and resources Output

ttt!

Time frame

Responsible

GEMS

Stable over time

Management

Knowledge-based

Weeks - months

Supervisory level

Rule-based

Minutes - hours

Supervisory level

Skill-based

A Tripod assessment works in a number of steps, These steps are described below. The

days that are mentioned in brackets are the time investment for TNO.

1. Agreement to the assessment of a Tripod Delta measurement in the company (1 day)

2. Development of a response plan for the questionn aire (t/z day)

a. Determine number of employees
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b. Determine number of departments

c. Determine respondent groups (e.g. management, employee, facilitating workers)

3. Organisation of the distribution of the questiornaire in collaboration with the management

(1 day)

4. Filling in and collecting the questionnaires (0 days)

5. Sending the questionnaires to Tripod International BV (0 days)

6. Reading the answers and producing the dataset (0 days)

7. Development of report for feedback to the management of the company (2 days)

8. Performing interviews in the company for further qualitative explanation of the Tripod (1 -
2 days)

9. Feedback session with management (1 day)

4.L.2 Søfety culture

Like many psychological concepts safety culture is very hard to grasp. However, it is
possible to characterise safety culture in a qualitative sense. Guldenmund (2000) identified

seven characteristics of safety culture. First of all, safety culture is a construct, which means that

it is an abstract concept. Safety culture is relatively stable over time and is shared by (groups) of

people. Another aspect of safety culture are that it has many different dimensions and aspects,

which makes it more difficult to make a concise definition. Finally, safety culture is functional in

the sense that it supplies a frame of reference for behaviour, which is then practiced in a way

that is consistent with (and described by) the safety culture.

The definition of safety culture serves a specific purpose in the functionality of safety

culture. Having a clear definition of safety culture has the following effects: (Cooper, 2000)

. It produces behavioural norms

. It reduces accidents and injuries

¡ It ensures proper attention for safety issues

o It facilitates sharing norms and beliefs about safety among the employees

¡ It increases commitment to safety

o It determines the success of an organisation's health and safety programmes.

Safety culture and safety climate seem very similar, but there is a large difference between

the two concepts. Safety culture is expressed through safety climate. This is clarified by the

comprehension that safety climate contains the attitudes toward safety and safety culture is the

strong convictions that underlie the attitudes toward safety. (Guldenmund, 2000)

This difference may also be seen clearly in the differences of the definitions of safety culture

and safety climate as given in Appendix H.

In a research by O'Toole (2002) the relationship between the safety perception of employees

and organisational culture is assessed. The results are given in Table 4-3. Almost 12'/. of tlne

variance in the measurement of the safety perceptions of the employees can be attributed to the

commitment of the management, These results give insight in the aspects that are important in

safety culture.
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Table 4-3. Relationship between safety perception and organisational culture (O'Toole, 2002)

Factor Name Percent variance explained

1 Management's commitment to safety 1.1..94

2 Education and knowledge 5.62

3 Safety supervisory process 9.72

4 Employee involvement and commitment 5.48

5 Drugs and alcohol 3.04

6 Emergency response 7.59

7 Off-the-job safety 3.89

Total 47.26

For the analysis of a Safety Culture Quick Scan ten "problem areas" have been defined.

The ten problem areas that were identified in the industrial case are the following:

Table 4-4. The problem areas as defined for the analysis of safety culture

l. ! People don't abide by the rules and don't keep appointments

2. I Management is not sure whether there is safe operation.

3. i The people only practice safety with their mouths, not with their hands

4. i The lower management doesn't set a good example and has no time for safety

5. i There is a large discrepancy in safety practices between teams

6. ! First act, then think

7. ! The people don t believe in safety anymore

8. i People don't learn from their mistakes

9. i People don't finish what they started

10. i Safety is not a vivid subject in the company

These problem areas are then fitted to the company's identity and the data sources that

depend on these problem areas are identified. These data sources (questionnaires, observations,

documents, interviews) are then checked against the basic assumptions that are important in

the company. When this is done, solutions are presented.

The assessment of the Safety Culture Quick Scan comprises of the following steps:

1. Relate the request of the customer to the presented problem areas. Subsequently a deeper

analysis of the accepted problem areas is performed in cooperation with the management

team (1/z day)

2. Collect data sources (3 -4 days)

a. Analysis of documents

b. Interviews

c. Observations (walk-round)

d. Questionnaire

3. Analyse and triangulate data (check for consistency among data sources) (1 - 2 days)

6
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4. Check the suggested basic assumptions in a second interview survey (2 days)

5. Reporting the results (1 day)

6. Feedback session with the management team (1/z day)

4.7.3 OHSAS 1-800L Quick Scøn

The OHSAS 18001 norm prescribes a set of demands which a company has to follow in

order to be qualified. Qualification'is based on compliance with the (inter)national law

concerning the working environment of employees whose work takes place in a potentially

hazardous environment.

The OHSAS 18001 norm is compatible with the ISO 9000 en 14000 norms for quality and

environment, respectively. In a manner comparable to the ISO 9000 and ISO 14000, OHSAS

18001 gives the management insight in the quality of the safety status of the company. The

OHSAS 18001 quick scan is derived from the OHSAS norm as a tool to measure compliance

with the norm. The norm elements are given in Appendix I.

In the evaluation of the compliance with the OHSAS norm a quick scan is performed which is

similar to a mini-audit. In the course of this audit the auditor assigns a numerical value to

describe the level of compliance with the different aspects of the norm. This is done by using a

five-point scale.

The assessment of the OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan is best compared to a miniature audit.

The following steps can be defined in the assessment procedure, Again the time frame in

brackets refers to the investment for the assessment company.

1. Preparation (1 day)

2. Performing audit (1 -2 days)

a. Analysis of documents

b. Interviews

c. Walk-round

d. Processing, reporting interview reports

3. Feedback (1 day)

4.2 Calculation of the Safety Quality Factor

After the separate assessments have been completed and analysed, the results of the three

different assessment methods are combined to form the Safety Quality Factor.

. The OHSAS audit uses a five-point scale

. Tripod results in a profile which shows the percentage of control that the company has over

the different Basic Risk Factors

¡ This percentage is then transformed to a 1O-point scale.

. The results of the Safety Culture Quick Scan are qualitative, so they are used merely to

validate the consistency between the tools.

The 10-point scale of Tripod is more intuitively appealing and therefore the OHSAS score needs

to be converted to a ten-point scale. This is done by using the following formula:

ó
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[lO-point scale score] = ([S-point scale score] -1)14*9 +I

For the calculation of the Safety Quality Factor classes are defined. These classes give an

indication of how well a company scores compared to other companies. This yields an effect on

the PFD estimate. The higher the score of a company, the smaller the correction that needs to be

implemented in LOPA. This is still qualitative, and needs to be made (semi) quantitative in
order to be of direct use in LOPA. Therefore the following conversion table is developed:

Table 4-5. SQF conversion table (Adapted from Gort, 2005)

SQF Bad Moderate Satisfactory Good

Score

Correction factor

Index number

10

-1

5

-0,7

0

2

-0,3

+

1

0

Because the frequencies and the probabilities in scenarios can be very small, the -log
values of the frequencies and probabilities are used to facilitate the understanding of the effects

of the various parts of a scenario. For the calculation of the risþ the different probabilities have

to be multiplied, but the -log values can be summed. This relation is also used in the calculation
of the SQF. The conversion table has a PFD range from 0.1 to 1. This is reflected by the index
numbers. The -log of 10 is -1 and the -log of 0 is 1. This covers the PFD range for human error.

In the calculations for LOPA the index numbers are used to correct the estimate of the PFD

of the IPLs. This is done in the following steps:

1. Determine the PFD

2. Calculate the -log value of the PFD

3. Add the index number to the PFD

4. This yields the new -log value of the PFD

5. Depending on the way in which the calculations are done, the new -log value is converted

to yield the new PFD. If the calculations are done using the -log values, this step is skipped.
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5 srnusucs
The research is directed towards clarifying relationships between the different tools. The

use of statistics in clarifying relationships has two advantages. A first advantage is that

numerical validation of relations gives a clearer answer to the question whether a relationship

exists. The second advantage ís that, the use of a statistical software package can establish

relations between numbers that otherwise would have been missed.

The most common statistical tool to describe relationships is discussed below. Prior to the

discussion of the technique that will be used to accomplish the above stated goal the basics of

statistics are briefly discussed.

5.1- Introduction

Statistics is a very broad concept and it is beyond the scope of this thesis to give a clear

overview of the different fields of study. Most statistical analyses that are done in line with the

research are based on questionnaire data, so the further discussion will be restricted hereto.

Data from questionnaires are always transformed to numerical values to be able to perform

statistical analyses. The most common (measurement) scales in questionnaire analysis are:

o Ratio

¡ Interval

. Ordinal

. Nominal.

The ratio and interval scales are measured in constant units. An example is the measure of

kilograms. Two kilograms is twice as much as one kilogram, and half of four kilograms. The

difference between ratio scale and interval scale is that the interval scale has an arbilrary zero.

A third measurement scale is the ordinal scale. The units of this scale are not equidistant.

An example of an ordinal scale is 1. Fully disagree, 2. Slightly disagree, 3. Neutral, 4. Slightly

agtee,5. Fully agree. On this scale it is not reasonable to say that Slightly disagree is twice the

value of Fully agree. Therefore the numbers are not analysed one their value, but on their rank.

The fourth measurement scale is the nominal scale. The relation between the numerical

value of the items on a nominal scale is completely absent. An example of a nominal scale is 1.

Red, 2. Blue, 3. Yellow, 4. Greery 5. Orange. The numbers are chosen in a random fashion and

have no numerical relevance. A special case of a nominal scale is when there are two items, like

yes/no, male/female, passlfail, etc. This scale is called a dichotomous scale.

The basic ingredient for statistical analyses is the naming of variables. There are different

types of variables as well as different ways of categorising variables. The most basic division of

variables is the distinction between dependent and independent variables. This classification is

most useful when considering a causal relationship between two (or more) variables. The

causality between dependent and independent variables is that (a transformation of) the
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independent variable predicts the value of the dependent variable. It is therefore very important

to correctly define the variables.

Variables need to be "processed" in order to be analysed statistically. This processing is done by

adjusting the variables to fit a certain scale. The numbers that are used for the different scales

are the same, but the analysis is totally different on the different types of scales. Therefore there

are a number of analyses to facilitate evaluation of the different scales.

5.2 Correlation

The most common statistical measure for establishing the strength of a linear relationship

between two variables is to determine the correlation. Because there are different types of

scales, there are different techniques to determine the different types of correlations between the

variables. Table 5-1 gives an overview of the different types of correlations,

Table 5-L. Correlation types (Statistical consulting services, 2005)

Interval Ratio Ordinal Dichotomous

Interval

Ratio

Ordinal
Dichotomous
(2-point nominal)

Pearson (r)

Pearson (r) Pearson (r)

Spearman rho (r")

Point-biserial (rpu) Point-biserial (rpu) Rank-biserial (r,u) Phi (/)

Correlations range from -1.00 to +1.00. \¡Vhen a correlation has a value of -1, then there is a

perfect downward linear relationship, and a correlation of +1 signifies a perfect upward linear

relationship. \zVhen there is a correlation of 0, there is no linear correlation between the two
variables under consideration. This is exemplified by Figure 5-1 and Table 5-2.

Table 5-2. Meaning of range of correlations (Statistical consulting services, 2005)

Range Description

0 - 0.2s

0.2s - 0.50

0.50 - 0.75

0.75 - 1.00

No or weak relationship

Fair degree of relationship

Moderate to good relationship

Good to strong relationship
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Figure 5-1. Graphical interpretation of correlation (GeoForum 2005)

5.3 Confidence intervals

The confidence intervals can be used to determine if the values are statistically significant.

There are other ways to assess whether a value is statistically significant, but using the

confidence is very clear to comprehend, and the results are the same.

A confidence interval is the range of values where it can be said with (1, - u)% certainty that

the true value of the number under consideration. cl is the significance level. This level is

normally set to 5%, so the boundaries of regular confidence intervals are given by 95% certainty.

If the confidence interval beholds the number zero, it might be possible that the true value

of the number under consideration is actually zero, but it can't be distinguished statistically.

Therefore it is said that the value is not statistically significant if the value of zero lies within the

range of the confidence interval.
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The confidence interval is calculated by the following calculation:

o x is the average of the group under consideratiory

. s is the standard deviation of the group,

o n is the number of items in the group.

¡ f* is the value of the f-distribution where 95% of the distribution is covered.

. This f-distribution has (n - 1) degrees of freedom.

The shape of the t-distribution changes with the numbers of degrees of freedom. An

example of a t-distribution is given below.

Figure 5-2. t-distribution with 2 degrees of freedom\

Another name for a is the p-value. The p-value has a special meaning in statistical analyses.

Classical statistical tests are based on (random) samples of people or items. The number of items

in that test are a subset of the whole set that contains everybody in the world. The p-value can

be used freely under these conditions. In the case of a statistical procedure on a model, the p-

value needs to be handled with caution. A model is a closed system where the sample can

contain the entire system. This doesn't mean that the p-value can't be used, it is only less

reliable than in case of a statistical procedure that is based on a true sample.
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Relation between organisational and technical safety

6 RET TION BETWEEN oRGANISATIoNAL AND TECHNICAT

SAFETY

Part B of this thesis focuses on the (technical) analysis of the research questions that were

posed in section 1.4. The results of the analyses discussed in chapter 6 and 7 are combined in
chapter 8 of Part C to form a comprehensive model that contains the entire thesis.

This chapter deals with the analysis of the first research question. In the analysis of this

research question the relation between technical aspects and organisational aspects of industrial

safety are explored. First the general approach is discussed, and then the analysis of the

different independent protection layers that have been analysed is treated. The results that

follow from this analysis are discussed at the end of the chapter.

6"'1, Method of research - Human Factors in LOPA (RQla)

Research question 1a is developed to gain insight in the independent protection layers

around an existing chemical facility. The analysis of independent protection layers can be done

in many different ways. This research focuses on the interface between technical aspects and

organisational aspects. This interface probably can't be clarified by a superficial analysis, so the

analysis of the IPLs must contain a certain level of detail.

The term "irttetface" is necessary to describe the relationship between organisational safety

and technical safety. The word interface is used in the sense that physicists describe gas-liquid

interfaces. The interface itself doesn't do anything, it changes with the forces that are exerted

from both sides of the interface. Therefore the interface is a passive entity.

The research question is tackled by performing an analysis that is similar to fault tree

analysis. In fault tree analysis the goal is to find the root causes of an accident. In this analysis

the goal is to find the root factors that make up an IPL.

The format of a logic tree is chosen because it gives much clarity to a complex problem. It is
not difficult to realise that the IPLs are very complex entities. The term complex in this sense

signifies that the IPLs are made of different levels. Logic trees are suitable for clarifying the

relation between the levels and the result of a logic tree analysis is relatively easy to

comprehend.

The lowest blocks in a fault tree are called the root causes, so analogous to the fault tree the

lowest blocks in the logic tree are called root factors. Contrary to a fault tree where the root

causes are clearly identifiable, this logic tree and this analysis don't have such a clear end point.

Therefore a definition is needed to find the root factors of the logic tree. This definition is based

on the format of a company. A company can be split in three parts:

. People (Subjects)

¡ Ideas

. Objects
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The definition of root factors that follows from this statement is described below;

The analysis of the logic tree stops when one of the three units that are mentíoned below is

found:

t A person

o An idea that is not specifically developed for the company

. An object that is not specifically developed for the company

These units are then called root factors.

The nomenclature that follows from these definitions is:

When a root factor consists of

o a person or

o an idea that is not specifically developed for the company

it is called a Human Root Factor (HRF).

When a root factor consists of an object that is not specifically developed for the company it

is called a Technical Root Factor (TRF).

o In a technical root factor all human interaction with the object has been eliminated

Because the term "human factors" refers to an entire field of study, root human factors are

either called "human aspects" or HRFs (Human Root Factor) to avoid confusion.

Consequently, technical root factors will be called TRFs (Technical Root Factor) or

"technical aspects".

A unit is a block like in Figure 6-1

There are a number of implicit assumptions in these definitions. One of these assumptions

comes with the definition that a human is the end point of the analysis. It can be argued that a

human changes over time, depending on his previous experiences and knowledge. The basis of

this knowledge is technical, so the human also has certain technical aspects incorporated in his

mind. This angle was not pursued because a thorough analysis of the human mind and the

surroundings of humans is not within the scope of this thesis. Furthermore, such a detailed

analysis would compromise the clarity of the analysis of the IPLs.

The clear split between human root factors (HRFs) and technical root factors (TRFs)

implicitly holds one of the assumptions of this thesis. For this research thesis a demarcation is

made to define the world as being either purely humary purely technical, or a variation between

these extremes. Everything in this thesis works according to this format'

The angle of the analysis of the logic tree is implicitly stated in these definitions. The entire

analysis is done within the framework of a company. Since the scope of this thesis is restricted

to chemical facilities, the analysis works from the viewpoint of a chemical facility.

In Figure 6-1 the technical root factors (TRFs) are pink and the human root factors (HRFs)

are yellow. (The technical root factors (TRFs) are only pink in this instance to further clarify the

concept of root factors.)
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Root factors are found by following a "systems" analysis. In a systems analysis all inputs,

processes and outputs of a unit are identified. This analysis loosely follows this concept. The

"systems" analysis concept is used merely to guide the thought process and to maximise the

output. It is not intended to give a full systems analysis of every unit because this would cause

the analysis to become too detailed and the overview would be lost. Following the line of

reasoning in a fault tree, the emphasis of the analysis lies on the inputs for a unit.

1.4
Con stru c,t¡on, ccfïmlssion¡ng,

operatlons, malnlenance, modlÍ¡calfon

1_1 1

Examination of raw
materials and react¡on

chem¡stry

1.1.3
Examination of competing

pmcesses, patent and
l¡cence situation

1.1,2
Procåss concâpl

ÈrÉâtlon

1,1,6
Laborâlory and

cälorirïêtêf test$

1.1.1.4
ldea for process

1 -1.1.5
Anâly$is of products

1 1,1 31
Equipmenl used
for €xp€rim€nts

1 .1 .1 .5.2
Equipnrenl usôd for

experiments
1 1 1.1 1

Supplier information

111121
Equipm6nt used for erperlments

111122
Handl¡ng the equlpment (experimentÊr)

Eâsic Pmcêss Conlfol System
Critical alarms and

opêrâtor ¡ntêrvention
Safety lnstrumenled Funct'on

DÊcommis

1,1.1.6
Ariålysb of result

Figure 6-1. Example of logic tree used in the analysis of research question la

Since the logic tree is so similar to a fault tree, the numerical analysis is done in a similar
fashion. The lowest units of the tree have percentages of human aspects assigned to them.

o A human root factor (HRF) has 100% human aspects

o A technical root factor (TRF) lnas 0"/o human aspects

These numbers are normalised in a manner that a human root factor (HRF) has a value of 1

and a technical root factor (TRF) has a value of 0. The percentage human aspects of any unit
above the root factors is calculated as the average of the percentages human aspects of its
daughters. For example, the unit "1.1,1.1.2 Analysis of materials" in Figure 6-1 has two

daughters: "7.'1,.1,.1,.2.7 Equipment used for experiments" and 'L.L.L.1.2.2 Handling the

equipment (experimenter)". Both daughters are root factors and have a percentage human

aspects of 0 and 1, respectively. The percentage human aspects of their mother, unit 1.1.1.2, is

the average of these two values, which is %.
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A very important assumption in this line of reasoning is that the weight of all units is the

samei no weighing factors are used ín any part of the analysis. The main reason for this

assumption is that the assignment of weighing factors is a very difficult job and requires

thorough research. The research that is needed to assign founded weighing factors throughout

the analysis is very time-consuming, and not directly related to the goal (and course) of this

thesis. Therefore it has been decided not to use any weighing factors.

The physical elaboration of the analysis is done in Microsoft Visio. Certain characteristics of

the program are used to optimise user-friendliness. Due to the limited amount of space per

sheet it is impossible for some units to be fully analysed to their root factors. In those cases a

reference is made to a different unit that has the same description - and therefore the same root

factors - that has been fully worked out. When a reference is made, the colour of the unit is blue

and the ID of the referred item is mentioned in brackets. When a unit is greery this means that

there is more information below that item. When is a reference is made, there is also a hyperlink

to enable the user to " jump" directly to the referred block.

6.2 Analysis of Independent Protection Layers

Every IPL is different and thus also needs a different approach. In the following sections an

explanation is given of the reasoning behind the upper branches of the analysis tree. It would be

superfluous to discuss the entire tree in detail.

The outer three protection layers (physical protection (dikes), plant emergency response

and community emergency response) are not taken into consideration, because the (implicit)

goal of this thesis is to prevent any upset to become so severe that serious losses of containment

take place. Therefore the scope of this thesis ends with the IPL Physical protection (relief

devices). The workings of the IPLs under consideration have already been explained in section

3.4by using an example of a heating reactor.

6"2.L Process design

Although the process design is not really an independent protection layer, it has been

incorporated in the evaluation of research question 1a. There are a number of motivations to

begin the analysis with the process design.

. The first line of defence in LOPA is inherently safer design. Inherently safer design is

performed during the process design and as such it is compatible with LOPA and its IPLs.

. puring the operational phase, modifications are made to the facility. These modifications

need to be designed. This connects the design phase to the operational phase.

o The equipment that is used in the IPLs also need to have been designed. It is more

consistent and clear for the analysis to describe the analysis once and use it as a reference

for the rest of the analysis.

¡ Process design is a very complex activity and in that sense it is very challenging to be able

to extract (to a certain extent) tlne "root" factors from such a large concept.
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o It is instructive to get a more clear view of the distribution of human aspects over all the
IPLs of LOPA, including process design.

These considerations together are believed to be sufficient justification for the
implementation of the process design into the analysis.

Process design is the only activity in a chemical facility (and therefore in LOpA) that
drastically changes over time. Thefefore the most suitable entrance to the analysis of the process
design is through the life-cycle. This option becomes even more appealing when considering
that inherently safer design also follows a life-cycle approach. The nomenclature of the life-cycle
stages that were selected is based on the life-cycle stages as described by the CCPS (1993). The
first phase, the concept phase doesn't need to be analysed further, because it is very obvious
that this is a purely human activity. The life-cycle stage of decommissioning has been added for
completeness, but it has not been analysed, because the scope of the thesis is limited to
operational chemical plants.

The first "Puge" of the analysis of Process Design is given in Figure 6-1. The first division
(1'a) from the IPL consists of the stages of the life-cycle. The basis of the second division (1.a.b)
is based on the tasks that need to be performed per stage. These tasks have been adapted from
Flurme (2004)' The definition of the tasks clear the way for a large portion of the analysis as a
result of the clarity of the description of the tasks.

1'4 CoNstRucttol. covnrnssroNnvc. opunetlol. veIrur¡NeNc¡, tvtooutlcarroNs
Because the emphasis of this thesis lies on the operational phase, this section of the analysis

needs more elaboration. The numbers in the headings represent the numbers in the logic tree.

1.4.1 CoNSTRUCTION

The analysis of "construction" (1.4.1) is straight-forward. In order to be able to construct the
plant one needs materials, people who can assemble the site, and manage the operation. Vl/hen
the site has been assembled, it needs to be inspected prior to commissioning, and a report is
written.

1.4.2 CovßdrssroMNc

The same line of reasoning goes for commissioning. The main difference is that the main
task in this part of the life-cycle is to tune the process, instead of building the site.

1.4.3 OPunerroN. rpcrnucar
The operation has been divided into "operation, technical" and "operatiory organisational,,,

because a relatively clear division between the two aspects can be drawn. The technical aspects
only concern the (chemical) process, and the organisational aspects discuss the human
interaction with the process. The technical side of operation takes into consideration that in
order to have an operational plant, the plant needs to be assembled and commissioned. During
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operation the control systems need to be operational, as well as the logistics for supply (and

storage) of raw material and discharge (and storage) of product.

Sometimes reference is made to equipment, equipment details, or utilities. In the analysis of

the Process Design the division of these factors is limited to the design activity concerning the

factors. The organisational aspects of the operation of equipment (details) and utilities is not

taken into consideration in the Process Desigo because the focus of Process Design lies on the

design of the equipment, not the operation thereof,

1.4.4 OPERATION, ORGAMSATIONAL

The interaction with the process is found in the procedures and documentation concerning

the process, as well as training the employees to be able to perform their tasks; to handle the

equipment.

This unit is very important in the analysis of the IPLs. In the analysis of the IPLs (BPCS,

Critical alarms, SIF, Physical Protection) the interaction between equipment and the technical

aspects of the equipment are separated in the same manner throughout the logic tree. The

interaction of the personnel with the equipment is given by "Operatiory organisational". As a

result, this unit is probably the most important unit of the entire logic tree.

1.4.5 MAtr\TENANCE

\zVhen discussing maintenance, the technical specifications of maintenance need to be taken

into consideration. There are many types of maintenance and causes for maintenance, and they

are included in the analysis. In order to perform maintenance, the site must be inspected (by

maintenance engineers) and spare equipment needs to be available to replace broken

equipment.

Last but not least, the operation of the plant must be included in the analysis. Therefore the

entire units of "Operation, technical (1,.4.3)" and "Operation, organisational (1.4.4)" are also

given as units in maintenance.

1.4.6 MODFICATIONS

When performing modifications the entire design cycle must be performed and completed

until the stage of commissioning. Additionally, there must be "management of change" to

guide the process.

The third layer of the analysis of units "Operation, technical (1.4.3)" and "Operation,

organisational (1.4.4)" goes beyond the information given by Hurme (2004). Hurme (2004) only

discusses the documentation of construction, commissioning and operation, so additional

information is needed.

For the deeper elaboration on the different aspects on the tasks in the process desig+

various CCPS books are used. (CCPS, 1992; CCPS, 1995a; CCPS, 1995b; CCPS, 1995c). The

analysis of documentation (1.4.1.1, L.4.1..5, 1..4.2.L.1., 1.4.2.7, 1..4.4.1) is derived from CCPS
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(1995a), the factors concerning storage were found in CCPS (1995c). The considerations on

layout design are found in CCPS (1995b), and the detailed information on training (1..4.4.2) is

found in CCPS (1,995b). The technical information on maintenance (1.4.5) is derived from CCPS

(1,995b). Any further divisions have been done without consultation of other significant sources.

6,2,2 Bøsic process control system (BPCS)

The analysis of BPCS is done in a similar manner as the analysis of "Process design". The

main difference between the analysis of "Process design" and BPCS is that the entire BPCS is

analysed in the operational phase, This difference becomes apparent in the analysis of tangible

objects. From BPCS on all tangible objects are divided into technical aspects and organisational

aspects. This is a direct result of the assumption that everything is described in terms of their

relative portions of human aspects and technical aspects.

The organisational aspects that are incorporated into every tangible component consist of

the entire unit "Operatiory organisational (1..4.4)" . This unit describes the interaction between

the people and the process. As a result of this division the human aspects and technical aspects

that underlie a unit have been separated from one another. The object under consideration, for

example, a measurement device, can then be examined purely on its technical specifications

without any interference from human interventiory because the human interaction has been

removed via the "Organisational aspects" unit.

All information in the "Operation, organisational" (1..4.4) unit is copied into every instance

of "Organisational aspects of ...". Considering the size of "Operatiory organisational (1.4.4)" a

hyperlink is made in the Visio file,

The first division in BPCS is based on the physical entities that make up BPCS. The IPL

BPCS is an instrumented IPL, so therefore it seems logical to place the focus of the analysis of

this IPL on its instruments and their relation to each other.

The nomenclature for this separation is explained in Figure 6-2. Tlne order in which the IPL

is analysed loosely follows a feedback loop. Since it is a feedback loop, the loop "flows" from

right to left. In case of a feed-forward loop the logic "flows" from left to right. The loop starts

with the sensor, followed by the process controller, transmission and the final control element,

In the following paragraphs the reasoning behind the analysis of the IPL Basic Process Control

System is given and discussed.

Final control
elÊment

I
I

Transmitter+l Decisisn

i+-Transmitter

Ï-"---l:yi'-- I c*rroil-tl---jlnrormation

Figure 6-2. Components of BPCS (adapted from Ogunnaike,1994)
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2.1MEASLTREMENT

Any control loop starts with the measurement of the process. There are five process

variables that are frequently measured in BPCS. These are flow, temperaturg pressure, level,

and composition. In the design and operation of BPCS a choice needs to be made which of these

variables wilt be measured and controlled.

2.2 PRoCESS CONTROLLERS

The next unit under consideration in the feedback loop in an operational process is the

ptocess controller. Prior to actually controlling the process, a control strategy needs to be

formulated. The control strategy describes the way the control objective will be reached

mathematically and textually. The mathematics of the control strategy is processed in the

process controller. The mathematics of the controller is first programmed and then optimised

by tuning.

Operator intervention by means of the controllers, so there needs to be an operator/control

system interface to accommodate intervention. A final aspect of process controllers is the design

of the I/O modules.

2.3 TRANSNflSSION, 2.4 FINAL CONTROL ELEMENTS

When the signal leaves the process controller, it is transmitted to the final control element

(actuator). The transmission is carried by a signal and a transmission medium to a transmitter,

which receives the signal and controls the position of the actuator. Since most of BPCS is digital,

communication between computers also needs to be taken into consideration.

The technical information that is needed for the working out of this IPL is gained from

Ogunnaike (1994) and CCPS (1993).

6.2.3 Criticøl ølørms øndhumøn interaention

The analysis of the third IPL is less complex as it might seem at a first glance. The obvious,

large, influence of human aspects in this IPL could introduce a difficulty. Howevet, as a result

of the structure of the logic tree, the interaction between the operator and the alarms can be

extracted at a very high level in the logic tree. This relieves the complexity that is inherent to

human-machine interactions. The analysis of the alarms is thus restricted to the characteristics

of alarm systems, The reasoning behind the analysis of alarm systems is given below.

3.1 CRITICAL ALARMS

Alarms use signals that come from BPCS. These signals need to be processed to determine if
an alarm needs to be set off. All alarms have a number of specifications regardless of the

process, and there are a number of aspects that are specific for the process design. This is

represented by "Typical alarm specifications (3.1..1..2)" and "Alarm design (3.1'.1'.3)",

respectively. A final consideration concerning alarms is alarm management, which is related to

signal processing, but is one level higher in extent of abstractness.

ó
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The necessary information on alarm systems and alarm management is found in a number

of articles (Brooks, 2004; Alford,2005; Bergquist, 2003a; Bergquist, 2003b).

6.2.4 Søfety instrumented function (SIF)

Although SIF seems similar to BPCS in the sense that they are both instrumented systems,

SIF is less straightforward to analyse. SIF can consist of several safety instumented systems

(SISs), so the unit of analysis is the SIS. The first division is made between the SIS desigrç SIS

components, SIS architecture and the Safety Requirements Specification. This division is based

on the different aspects of SIF.

4.1 SIS DESIGN

SIS design contains the different aspects that need to be taken into consideration when

designing a SIS. There are some aspects that are very important in SIS design. These aspects are

integrity, separation from BPCS, diagnostics, communications, SIS logic, and SIS fault
prevention/mitigation. SIS only acts when the first two IPLs have failed, so high integrity and

availability are needed, as well as a good separation from BPCS. This separation goes beyond

different components. The probability of common cause faults should also be avoided by using

different types of equipment for similar functions.

4.2SIS CoMPONENTS

When the SIS is designed conceptually, the physical aspects of the SISs in SIF need to be

considered. These physical aspects are the components that make up an SIS:

¡ Software

¡ Hardware and technologies that are implemented in these components,

. Physical SIS ÆPCS interface.

Like in the previous IPLs, the organisational aspects have been extracted from the technical

aspects at a very high level. This facilitates the analysis later on.

4.3 SIS ARCHITECTURE

The configuration of the physical components of an SIS determines the reliability and

availability. SIS architecture describes the configuration of the SIS components. There are three

integrity levels (SILs) and each integrity level has a different architecture to ensure the

necessary availability and reliability.

4.4 S¡'rsry Ruoutr{rl4nNrs Sp¡crrc,{rrox
The Safety Requirements Specification (SRS) is a document that contains all functional and

safety integrity requirements of SIF, and as such has a large impact on the operation of SIF.

The technical information for. the analysis of SIF has been extracted from CCPS (1993),

Summers (7999;2000).
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6.2.5 Physicøl protection (relief deztices)

V\rhen considering relief devices, the causes of overpressure need to be taken into

consideratiory because when an overpressure occurs, it needs to be relieved by pressure relief

devices. These relief devices need to be designed for a number of relief scenarios. Therefore the

possible scenarios are also considered in the analysis of this IPL.

When a relief has occurred, the effluent also needs to be processed, and the special

considerations concerning relief device effluent handling are the end of the analysis.

The technical information for the elaboration of this IPL is found in Perry (1997).

6.3 Results - Human aspects in LOPA (RQLa)

The goal of research question 1a is to extract the human aspects from the technical analysis

of LOPA. This is done by describing the anatomy of the first four IPLs that are identified in

LOPA as well as the process design. The result of this analysis is an extensive, graphical,

description of the units that make up an IPL. Appendix J contains the (logic) trees that make up

this description. The entire tree consists of 1553 units'

Microsoft Excel and the Visual Basic Editor are used for the numerical analysis of the trees,

which yields a clear distribution of the human aspects over the IPLs. The program calculates the

values for all the units in the trees, The script that is developed for the numerical analysis is

given in Appendix K and the entire list of human aspects percentages per block is given in

Appendix L. The most important result is the distribution of the human aspects over the entire

IPLs. This is given in Table 6-1.

Table 6-1. Distribution of human aspects over the IPLs

HA percentage

Process design

BPCS

Critical alarms

SIF

Physical protection

There is a clear discrimination between the IPLs "Ptocess design" and "Critical alatms" on

the one hand, and the IPLs "BPCS" , "SIF", and "Physical protection" on the other. This

difference can be largely explained by the nature of the IPLs. The IPLs "BPCS" ar.d "SIF" are

instrumented IPLs, and the focus of the IPL "Physical protection" also lies on the equipment

that make up the IPL. This stands in strong contrast with "Process design" and "Critical

alarms" where the human aspect is clearly visible. The assertion that all three instrumented

IPLs have similar scores despite the different approach makes the results easier to accept.

ú
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Nonetheless, the relatively high percentages of human aspects in the instrumented IPLs is

striking. An explanation for this characteristic is the marked influence of the interaction with
the instruments. For the logic tree to be correct, the equipment and the employees need to be

separated at a relatively high level. This is necessary given the definition of a technical root

factor (TRF) - all interaction with the equipment has been eliminated from the logic tree unit.

Since no weighing factors were added in the analysis, the interaction of humans with the

instruments has been given equal importance to the workings of the instrument. Common sense

tells us that most of the time operational instrumented IPLs work without human intervention.

The implementation of correction factors will make the model more reliable.

The analysis gives a distribution of the percentages human aspects throughout the entire

tree. In Figure 6-3 the distribution of the percentages human aspects in the first layer of analysis

of the IPLs is given. An extensive legend of Figure 6-3 is given below.

Table 6-2. Legend for Figure 6-3

IPL Colour Explanation

Process Design

(PD)

1.0

1..1

Blue

Red

; Process concept

i Research

1.2 Yellow Pre-engineering

1.3 Light-blue Detailed engineering

1.4 Brown Construction, commissioning, operation, modifications

BPCS 2.1 Red Sensors

2.2 Yellow Process controllers

2.3 Light-blue Transmission

2.4 Brown Final control elements

Alarms 3.1 Red Critical alarms

J-Z Yellow Operator intervention

SIF 4.1.

4.2

4.3

4.4

Red

Yellow

Light-blue

Brown

SIS design

SIS components

SIS architecture

Saf ety Requirements Specification

Physical

protection

(Relief)

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

Red

Yellow

Light-blue

Causes of overpressure

Pressure relief devices

Relief design scenarios

Flame arrestorsBrown

Orange Emergency relief device effluent collection and handling
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HF distribution lPLs
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Figure 6-3. Distríbution of percentages human aspects within IPLs

It can be seen that there is a relatively tight distribution within the IPLs, except for level 1.3

in the IPL "Process design" and the two levels in the IPL "Critical alatms". The low score on

level 1.3 "Detailed engineering" caîbe explained by the relatively high level of technical root

factors (TRFs), such as equipment types. In the other levels these influences are less profound,

because in those stages there is more room for creativity and design-altering choices. This is also

discussed in chapter 2. This discrepancy can be reduced by the use of weighing factors. The

high score Íor'L.4 "Constructiory commissioning, operation, maintenance, modifications" is due

to construction and commissioning, which both have very high scores on human aspects.

The large discrepancy in the IPL "Critical alarms and human intervention" is caused by the

fact that level 3.1 covers the alarms, and level 3.2 is "human intervention", which is a root

human factor (HRF). The level of human aspects for the alarms is comparable to the percentages

human aspects in the instrumented IPLs, which shows its comparability with the other

equipment used in the IPLs.

6.4 Method of research - Influence between SQF and LOPA

(RQLb)

Research question 1b appears to be the inverse of research question 1a. Instead of analysing

a technical tool for its interaction with human aspects, the organisational tools are analysed for

their interaction with technical aspects. It would thus seem logical to analyse the SQF

6
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assessment tools - OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan, Tripod and Safety Culture Quick Scan - in a

similar manner to the analysis of the IPLs in research question la.

The main goal of this sub-research question is to determine the influence that the IPLs and

the SQF assessment tools have on each other. Following the example set by the numerical

analysis of the logic tree, the data generated to establish the influences are also dichotomous in

nature. The influence is either present or absent. If there is an influence between two aspects, a

value of 1 is assigned, and if there is no influence between two aspects, the value is 0.

The most striking similarities between the two sub-research questions of research question 1

are given in Table 6-3.

Table 6-3. Similarities between sub-research questions

RQla: HA/LOPA RQlb: SQF / IOPA

Goal:

Calculation

(conceptual):

Find the interface between the

technical aspects and the

organisational aspects in the IPLs of

LOPA

Root factors are given values of either

0 or 1 for their value of human aspects

Find the interface between the SQF

assessment tools and the IPLs of LOPA

Root factors are given values of either

0 or 1 for their influence with one of

the aspects of the SQF assessment tools

In order to come to the most differentiated influence results, the highest level of detail is

taken as a unit of analysis. This entails using the root factors as they are found in research

question 1a in combination with the smallest consistent unit of analysis that can be found in the

SQF assessment tools. The smallest valuable units in the SQF assessment tools are the 11 BRFs

for Tripod, tlire 17 norm elements for OHSAS and the 10 problem areas for the Safety Culture

Quick Scan. These units were chosen because they have a theoretical meaning in their

respective tools. This is clescribed in chapter 4.

o The definitions that were used for the interpretation of the Basic Risk Factors are given in

Table 4-1

¡ The OHSAS 18001 norm elements are given in Appendix L
¡ The Safety Culture problem areas are given in Table 4-4.

Based on the similarities in the two sub-research questions, the numerical analysis is done

in the same way as for research question 1b. The data that are generated during the analysis of

research question 1 is collected in one matrix. The format of the matrix is shown in Table 6-4.

ó
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Table 6-4. Format of data matrix for research question 1

HA 11 Basic Risk Factors

(Tripod)

1-7 norm elements

(OHSAS)

L0 problem areas

(Safety culture)

1..'1..1..1.;t

Supplier

information

5.5.2.3.6

Discharge

The filling of the latter 38 columns of Table 6-4 is the basis for research question 1b. It is
therefore useful to describe the manner in which this elaboration is done. But since the list of

root factors is very long, the analysis of the root factors "Engineets" and "Equipment" is given

to represent the methods that are followed in the analysis. There are many instances of these

root factors in the logic tree. They are not all called "Engineers" and "Equipment", but the

analysis is the same. Therefore it is assumed that these two (generic) root factors cover a

representative sample of the tree.

In the analysis the term "mutual influence" is used. This term signifies that there is

influence in either direction. It doesn't mean that the two aspects under consideration have a

bilateral influence on each other. There is an influence, but the direction is undetermined.

ENGINEERS_ TRPOD

1. Design: Ergonomically poor design of tools or equipment

The design of the tools and equipment in the company is not done by the engineer who

works in the company. The tools and equipment that are considered here are the tools that have

been bought. As such the design of the tools is not relevant for this engineer. Therefore there is

no influence between the two.

2. Hardware: Poor quality, conditiory suitability or availability of materials: tools, equipment

and components

Since the engineer is not responsible for any of these criteria, there is no influence. The

responsibility, and therefore the influence, lies with the management that regulates the

availability of the equipment. The quality of the delivered product is of no consideration here.

3. Maintenance management: No or inadequate performance of maintenance tasks and repairs

This BRF specifically implies the actions of engineers and personnel, so there is influence

between this BRF and the root factor "Engineet".

4. Housekeeping: No or insufficient attention given to keeping the work floor clean or tidied

up
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This BRF is clearly related to human activities, since the people make the mess. Engineers

also have responsibilities toward keeping the facility clean, so this BRF and the root factor

"Engineers" are believed to influence each other.

5. Error enforcing conditions: Unsuitable physical conditions and other influences that have a

disadvantageous effect on human functioning

The "disadvantageous effect on human functioning" clearly denotes an influence

(interaction) with the employees, so there is a link between these two aspects.

6. Procedures: Lrsufficient quality or availability of procedures, guidelines, instructions and

manuals (specifications, 'paperwork', use in practice)

The procedures in a company are made for the employees (engineers) and are followed by

the employees (engineers), so the connection between the BRF Procedures and engineers is

firmly established.

7. Training: No or insufficient competence or experience among employees (not sufficiently

suited / inadequately trained)

This BRF is comparable to the previous BRF in the clarity of the link that exists between

engineers and their training.

8. Communication: No or ineffective communication between the various sites, departments

or employees of a company or with the official bodies

Communication is very important among the employees, and as such there is definitely a

connection between the BRF Communication and the root factor "Engineers".

9. Incompatible goals: The situation in which employees must choose between optimal

working methods according to the established rules on one hand, and the pursuit of

production, financial, political, social or individual goals on the other

Although politics were not included in the logic tree, engineers are humans and they can be

exposed to the dilemma between optimal working conditions and safe operation. This explains

the link between the BRF and engineers.

10. Organisation: Shortcomings in the organisation's structure, organisation's philosophy,

organisational processes or management strategies, resulting in inadequate or ineffective

management of the company

The quality of the management has a direct effect on the working environment of the

engineer, and as such it has a profound influence on the engineer. Therefore the BRF

Organisation and the root factor "Engineers" are connected.

11. Defences: No or insufficient protection of people, material and environment against the

consequences of the operational disturbances

The protection of people includes the protection of the engineers who are on-site. If the

protection of the engineers isn't sufficient, the eventual resulting accidents constitute a definite

influence on the engineer.

ENCrNpsns_ OHSAS

The norm elements of OHSAS are very

complies with the rules and regulations set

directed toward establishing whether a company

by the government and it own management. Most
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of these norm elements have (some) influence on (the working environments of) engineers.

Moreover, the norm is so detailed, that the differences between the norm elements are mostly

not very relevant for the root factor "Engineers", since they all relate to employees in some way

or the other. The only norm elements that have no direct interface with the engineers are the

audits that are done in line with the OHSAS norm and the management review of the system.

ENGn\EERS - Sar¡rY Crnrunr
The same line of reasoning holds true for the Safety Culture problem areas. The

areas relate to the employees, and therefore to the engineers. Flowever, the focus of

areas2 and 4lie on the managemenf and this limits the interface with the engineer.

So for problem areas 1, 3, 5 through 10 there is a mutual influence between the

areas and the root factor "Engineers".

problem

problem

problem

EOUPMENT_ TRPOD

1. Design: Ergonomically poor design of tools or equipment

It is clear that there is a connection between the BRF Design and the root factor

"Equipment".

2. Hardware: Poor quality, condition, suitability or availability of materials: tools, equipment

and components

In the definition of this BRF equipment is specifically named, so the link between the two is

easily established.

3. Maintenance management: No or inadequate performance of maintenance tasks and repairs

Although this BRF focuses on the organisational aspect of maintenance, equipment is still

one of the prerequisites for this BRF. Without equipment there can be no maintenance. When

considering equipment in that sense, there is a connection between the BRF and the root factor

"Equipment".

4, Housekeeping: No or insufficient attention given to keeping the work floor clean or tidied

up

If the messiness of the work floor is within bounds, the working of the equipment will
probably not suffer, and therefore there is no link between the BRF "Flousekeeping" and the

root factor "Equipment".

5. Error enforcing conditions: Unsuitable physical conditions and other influences that have a

disadvantageous effect on human functioning

The "unsuitable physical conditions" can definitely be caused by some of the equipment,

and as such this BRF and root factor have a mutual influence.

6, Procedures: Insufficient quality or availability of procedures, guidelines, instructions and

manuals (specifications, 'paperwork', use in practice)

This BRF is clearly related to human activities. Flowever, the workings of equipment can be

severely impaired if there are no procedures on how to handle the equipment. Therefore the

BRF Procedures and the root factor "Equipment" are linked.
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7. Training: No or insufficient competence or experience among employees (not sufficiently

suited / inadequately trained)

The same line of reasoning can be followed as for the previous BRF. If the personnel is

inadequately trained on how to use the equipment, it will not be used to its full capacities.

Agairç a link is found between a seemingly organisational BRF and the root factor

"Equipment".

8. Communication: No or ineffective communication between the various sites, departments

or employees of a company or with the official bodies

The kind of communication discussed in this BRF only concerns humans, and there is no

connection to equipment with this BRF.

9. Incompatible goals: The situation in which employees must choose between optimal

working methods according to the established rules on one hand, and the pursuit of

production, financial, political, social or individual goals on the other

This BRF clearly focuses on the ethical considerations of employees, and equipment don't

have ethical considerations. There is no connection between the BRF Incompatible Goals and

the root factor "Equipment".

10, Organisation: Shortcomings in the organisation's structure, organisation's philosophy,

organisational processes or management strategies, resulting in inadequate or ineffective

management of the company

The level of abstractness of the BRF Organisation is too high to find a direct link between

equipment and the BRF.

11. Defences; No or insufficient protection of people, material and environment against the

consequences of the operational disturbances

Equipment definitely plays a role in operational disturbances, since the operation is

surrounded by equipment. Therefore a connection is found between the BRF Defences and the

root factor "Equipment".

Eouprr¡¡rur- OHSAS

Without equipment, the OHSAS norm would not be necessary, so all norm elements and

equipment share a mutual influence. So for all norm elements, there is a mutual influence

between the norm elements and the root factor "Equipment".

EourpM¡Nr - SarsrY CurruR¡
This same relatively simple distribution can be made for the problem areas of the Safety

Culture Quick Scan. The focus of these problem areas is so strongly directed toward the

employees, that the equipment doesn't play a role in them. So there is no mutual influence

between any of the problem areas and the root factor "Equipment".

The influence data that result from the analysis are statistically analysed to determine

whether they are statistically significant. The theory behind this analysis is given in section 5.3.
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6"5 Results - Influence between SQF and LOPA (RQlb)

The analysis of research question 1b starts with a thorough examination of the SQF

assessment tools with reference to LOPA, as described in chapter 4. The raw data that resulted

from this examination are given in the Appendix M, as well as the calculations that are done in
order to come to the influence data.

6,5.7 TRIPOD - LOPA

The total extent of influence between I-OPA and the BRFs of Tripod is depicted graphically

below.

lnfluence distribution Tripod / lPLs
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Figure 6-4. Influence distribution between Tripod and the IPLs

The legend for Figure 6-4 is given below.

Table 6-5. Legend for Figure 6-4

DE Design I TR Training

HW Hardware I CO Communication

MM Maintenance management I IG Incompatible goals

HK Housekeeping I OR Organisation

EC Error enforcing conditions I DF Defences

PR Procedures

The interpretation of Figure 6-5 is best explained with the following example. The

interaction score of the BRF Training with the Process Design is 0.66. This means that the BRF

Training is relevant rn 66y" of the root factors of the IPL Process Design. This same line of
reasoning goes for all points on the graph.
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Three patterns can be distinguished in the scatter. The common pattern is distinguished in

the shape of a mountain over the x-axis of the graph. The peak of the "mountain" lies on the IPL

Critical Alarms. The following BRFs follow this profile:

o Maintenance

. Housekeeping

o Communication

o Organisation

o Error Enforcing Conditions

o Jncompatible Goals

o Defences

The second pattern is characterised by a relatively flat profile and is made of the following

IPLs:

o Training
o Procedures

A third pattern is distinguished because this pattern doesn't fit either of the previous two

profiles. It is also distinguished by the likeliness in pattern between the two BRFs.

. Design

o F{ardware

The second and third profile signify the close link between the BRFs in question. Training

and procedures are very important in all aspects of the company, which is reflected by he flat

profile.

The third pattern is very similar to the first profile, except for the IPL Critical Alarms.

Flowevet, the values that are related to this IPL are not statistically significant, so the discussion

of the first profile can include the BRFs Design and Hardware.

The BRFs Maintenance, Housekeeping and Defences are closely linked as a result of their

angle toward the equipment. It can be seen that the level of influence between the BRF

Communication and the IPLs steadily decreases with the increasing level of instrumentation.

This is consistent with what could be expected from such a BRF.

The BRF Error Enforcing Conditions and Incompatible have very low scores except on the

BRF Critical Alarms. This links them to the first profile. The peak in the IPL Critical Alarms can

be explained by the large influence of human intervention. As a result of an influence between

these BRFs and humans, the influence score becomes very high. The low scores on the other

IPLs can be explained by the angle of the tree, which doesn't include politics and wide

surroundings. This limits the extent of influence.

However, the BRF Organisation has the most flat profile of all of the BRFs in this pattern.

This signifies that it is a mediator between this profile and the other two. On a more theoretical

level this might mean that the organisation is both directed toward the interface with the

equipment as well as the organisational aspects that are more profound in the second profile.

The numerical data for the influence profiles are given in Table 6-6. The 95% confidence

intervals of all profiles have been assessed, and the numbers in small, italic, grey printing did
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not differ significantþ from zero, so they are not statistically significant. This means that no real

theoretical value can be attributed to them. The tendency might clarify things and give the

experimenter directiorU but no valid conclusions can be drawn from non-statistical data.

Table 6-6. Numerical data of influence distribution for Tripod and LOPA

DE HW MM HK EC PR TR co IG OR DF

PD 0.19 0,24 0,17 0,167 0,16 0.66 0.155 o.17

BPCS 0,48 0.09 0,06 0,22

0.18 0,665 0.594 4,626 0.651 0,648 06
stF 0.52 o.42 0.61 0,32 o,04

0.42 0.32 o.37 0,11 o.44 0.48 o.23 0.04 0.17 0,37

None of the interactions with the IPL "Critical Alarms" is statistically significant. This can be

attributed to the limited number of items in that IPI. which strongly increases the Ievel of

uncertainty, and therefore also the confidence interval.

6"s.2 oHSAS - LAPA

The influence profiles between the OHSAS 18001 norm elements and the IPLs of LOPA is given

in Figure 6-5.

lnfluence distribution OHSAS / lPLs

1
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Figure 6-5. Influence distribution between OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan and the IPLs
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The legend of Figure 6-5 is as follows:

Table 6-7. Legend for Figure 6-5

4.2 OSH (Arbo) policy | 4.4.5 Management of data

4.3.7 ldentification of risks, risk I 4.4.6 Control of activities

assessment and risk control

4.3.2 Legal and other demands | 4.4.7 Preparedness for emergencies

4.3.3 Goals | 4.5.1 Measurement of performance and

monitoring

4.3.4 Program for OSH (Arbo) | 4.5.2 Accidents, incidents, deviations and

management I corrective and preventive measures

4.4.1, Structure and responsibilities I 4.5.3 Registration and management of

registration

4.4.2 Educatiory awareness and skill | 4.5.4 Audit
4.4.3 Consultation and communication | 4.6 Management review

4.4.4 Documentation

The OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan is much more devoted to a specific subject than Tripod, and

this is reflected in the similarity in shape throughout the graph. The outliers on the IPL Critical
Alarms are not statistically significant, so they don't need to be closely examined. The low
influence values of Process Design reflect the fact that OHSAS is strongly directly toward the

operational phase. The Process Design is not yet operational, so the interface with that aspect

will also be limited. The influence distribution is strongly normalised by the assessment that all

equipment factors have a mutual influence on the OHSAS norm elements.

The influence of the IPL Physical Protection is smaller than the influence for the other IPLs.

This can be explained by the difference in analysis of the IPLs. In the other IPLs the focus was

stronger on either equipment or people, which boosted the influence. The analysis of the IPL

Physical Protection has a different focus, which caused the influence profile to drop stightly.

This difference can be altered by introducing weighing factors to the analysis that reduces the

dependence on either equipment or people.

The numerical data of the influence profiles are given in Table 6-8.

Table 6-3.Influence distribution for OHSAS 18001and LOPA
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6.5,3 Søfety culture - LOPA

lnfluence distribution SCQS i lPLs
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Figure 6-6. Influence profile for Safety Culture Quick Scan and LOPA

Two profiles can be distinguished. The difference lies in the influence distribution of

Process Design. The outliers in the IPL Critical Alarms are, like for OHSAS, not statistically

significant and don't need to be discussed in detail.

One profile consists of problem areas 2, 4,5 and 6, and the other profile consists of the other

problem areas. Problem areas 2 and 4 concern the view of the management on the safety status

of the company. Problem areas 5 ("There is a large discrepancy in safety practices between

teams") and 6 ("First acÇ then thinK') resemble the profile for the management problem areas,

but it also tends toward the rest of the problem areas that are more directed toward the

employee.

The influence distribution of Process Design of the employee-oriented profile is the same as

the influence distribution of the IPL Critical Alarms. This reflects the large portion of human

aspects in those IPLs. The instrumented IPLs have a smaller influence, which could be expected

given the emphasis on the equipment.

Table 6-9 shows the numerical data for the influence profiles between safety culture and the

IPLs.

Table 6-9. Influence profile for Safety Culture Problem Areas and IPLs of LOPA
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7 Opun¿nl ASSESSMENT pRocEDURE FoR THE SQF

This chapter discusses the method of research for the second research question. The focus of

the second research question lies on the Safety Quality Factor and its characteristics. The

characteristics of the SQF are explained within the framework of their implications for the

research set-up. The results of the research are given after the discussion of the method of
research.

7.1. Method of research

The Safety Quality Factor has a two-sided character. On the one hand it is a tool to assess

the organisational safety of a company, and on the other hand it is a tool that is used as an

addition to LOPA. These are two different angles that can be analysed in a different manner.

Therefore two different types of questions can be posed when considering research question 2,

which effectively creates two sub-research questions.

2. What is the optimal assessment procedure for the SQF?

a. To what extent do the SQF assessment tools overlap?

b. To what extent does the influence between the SQF assessment tools and the IPLs

overlap?

The Safety Quality Factor as viewed in the former quality is analysed in its current form.

When considering the Safety Quality Factor as a tool in LOPA, a more detailed analysis is

performed.

7,1.1- Oaeiløp zuithin SQF øssessrnent

For the first quality - assessment of organisational safety - the methods of assessment for
the various SQF assessment tools will not be taken into consideratiory since they have already

been established, and are therefore not within the scope of this question. The scope of this

aspect of the research question has two aspects:

r The overlap in the assessment procedure, described as a function of the methods that are

used in the various assessment procedures.

¡ The overlap in the results from the different tools, described as a function of the results of

the various assessment procedures.

TableT-l shows the distribution of the tools that are used during the assessment of the SQF.

Table 7-1. Methods used in the SQF assessment procedure

Questionnaire Document analysis Walk-round Interviews

Tripod

OHSAS

Safety culture

X

X

X
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TabIe 7-L is the core for the analysis of this part of research question 2. The following

statements follow from Table 7-1 and give the basis most important points of the analysis

. The most obvious possible overlap between the SQF assessment tools is the interviews. All
three tools use interviews as a part of the assessment procedure.

o The document analysis, walk-round and interviews give qualitative results, whereas the

questionnaires give quantitative results.

o The questionnaire of Tripod has a two-point scale (yes/no), which is a dichotomous

scale.

o The questionnaire of the Safety Culture Quick Scan has a S-point ordinal scale.

It is very difficult to conclusively test the qualitative results for overlap, but the quantitative

results are suitable for statistical analysis. For the analysis of the extent of overlap between the

questionnaires of the two SQF assessment tools (Tripod Delta and Safety Culture Quick Scan) it
is decided to compare groups of items. The reason for this decision is that the validity of the

questionnaires must not be compromised. The groups for the Tripod questionnaire are the Basic

Risk Factors, and the groups for the Safety Culture Quick Scan are the ten problem areas in

safety culture. They are given in Table 4-4.

The data of both questionnaires need to be conditioned before the statistical analyses can be

done. There are 20 questions per Basic Risk Factor and 6 questions per problem area. The

grouping of the BRFs was straightforward, since the names of the variables that were defined

by TIBV are self-explicable. All variables consist of a combination of letters and numbers, where

the first two letters of the variable corresponds with the abbreviation of the BRF. The Safety

Culture Quick Scan items weren't so straightforward. Therefore the grouping of the items to

problem areas is given in Appendix N.

The grouping is done by determining the averages of the scores. The choice for averages has

a double-sided basis. The first aspect lies in the assumption that no weighing factors are used. If
weighìng factors were used the grouping would be done by calculating the weighted average.

The necessity for averaging lies in the notion that there are missing values in both

questionnaires and grouping by summation would then give a skewed distribution, and the

maximum sums of the different aspects would differ. When taking the average, the missing

values are left out completely, which circumvents this problem.

The absence of weighing factors has a further effect in the sense that the Tripod

questionnaire and the Safety Culture Quick Scan questionnaire are correlated without any

correction for the possible differences in importance. This difference should be assessed by

statistical means.

If the grouped variables of the questionnaires have a strong relationship, there will be a

visible pattern in the scatter. Since it is not necessary to reveal causation in the relationship, the

correlation is suitable for the analysis.
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The correlations between the BRFs and the problem areas can't be directly determined,

because the grouped BRFs have a ratio scale and the grouped problem areas are ordinal.

After consultation of an expert on statistics it was decided that both Pearson and Spearman

correlations are suitable for the analysis. However, Spearman is a more " safe" option because of
its robustness. Therefore the Spearman's rho (r") correlations are computed. If there appears to

be a large overlap, a more detailed analysis is justified. Otherwise, the lack of overlap can be

seen from the results from the Spearman's rho correlations.

\zVhen testing whether the determined correlation is statistically significant, the null
hypothesis is that the correlation is 0. So p-values of 0.05 or lower signify that the null
hypothesis can be rejected and that the determined correlation differs statistically from 0. The

significance tests are two-tailed because the directions of the correlations are not known
beforehand.

TNO has performed a case study with a company in The Netherlands. In the course of that
case study they performed a LOPA analysis and the value of the SQF for that company was

determined. These data are used for the questionnaire analysis.

For the analysis of the overlap between the assessment procedures interviews are done with
the persons that performed the Tripod analysis, OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan, and the Safety

Culture Quick Scan. It would have been possible to obtain the necessary information by a

literature review. F{owever, a very important aspect of the information is the perceived overlap,

in addition to the theoretical overlap that can be found by literature review. The persons that
are interviewed also have the necessary theoretical knowledge on the tools that an additional
literature review is not believed to be necessary.

7.L.2 Ooefløp in reløtion to Inilependent Protection Løyers

When considering the research question in the sense that the SQF is an addition to LOPA, it
becomes a different question. The angle of this second question lies on the interface between the

IPLs of LOPA and the SQF assessment tools, whereas the angle of the question that is discussed

in section 7.1.1is completely confined to the SQF.

The first research question gives a clear view of the mutual influence between LOPA and

the three SQF assessment tools. The data that come from this analysis are very important for the

examination of "extrinsic" overlap in the SQF assessment tools, since they are the numerical

basis for the analysis of this question. The reasoning behind this statement is that if two (or

more) tools have very similar influence distributions with the IPLs of LOPA, they will probably

add the same information to the LOPA procedure. In that case it will not be necessary to

include both tools in the SQF assessment procedure when SQF is used as a supplement for

LOPA. Therefore the numerical influence data are statistically checked for overlap.
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The results of the influence data are used to find correlations between the SQF assessment

tools. These are given in Table 6-6, TabIe 6-8 and Table 6-9. For the statistical analysis the

influence data of the third level (x.y.z) are used to get a reasonable sample size (85), The

analysis contains 41 variables. The first three variables are the "tag numbers" of the levels, and

the other 38 variables are the 11 Basic Root Factors, 17 OHSAS norm elements and 10 problem

areas, respectively. The outline of the matrix that is used for the analysis is given inTabTeT-2.

The Pearson correlations are calculateil for the latter 38 variables. The Pearson correlations are

calculated because the influence data are ratio variables. This is true because the two conditions

for a variable to be a ratio variable are met; there is a true zero point and it is possible to

multiply the variables to obtain a useful number (i.e, an influence of 0.4 is twice as much as 0.2).

'Iable7-2. Basis for analysis of "extrinsic" overlap

11 Basic Risk Factors

(Tripod)
17 norm elements

(OHSAS)

10 problem areas

(Safety culture)

1.1.1 Examination

of raw materials

5.5,2 Storage

7.2 Results

The evaluation of the optimal assessment procedure has led to two different angles. The results

of both angles are discussed separately. The overall result of this research question is given at

the end of the chapter.

7.2.1. SQF - Assessment tool for orgønisøtionøl søfety

The first goal of research question 2 is to find a more efficient assessment procedure for the

SQF in its current state. For this analysis interviews are done with the researchers who

performed the three assessments. The reports of the interviews are given in Appendix O. Before

discussing the different tools in detail, the different advantages and disadvantages of the SQF

assessment tools that are given in the interviews are given below.
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Table 7-3. Evaluation of Tripod

Advantage Disadvantage

Measurement (more or less) independent of It is impossible to control for human perceptiory

perceptions within the company motivations and feelings which limits the reliability of any

questionnaire

The effectiveness of the BRFs has been Results of questionnaire are usually merely a

validated in research confirmation for the managemen! rather than giving new

insights

Results are (semi)quantitative, which enables Complete lack of recommendations for enhancement of

easy analysis and benchmarking BRF control levels

Method doesn't drastically interfere in Theoretical construct is relatively abstract. Researcher is

workers routine bound to the BRFs

Interviews significantly add understanding to BRFs are not coupled to other management principles,

the quantitative results which limits its acceptance

The whole company is involved in the Much effort is needed to ensure high response rate

assessment

Only 1 person needed for assessment (agenda Resistance in management for time investment

management)

Table 7-4.Evaluation of OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan

Advantage Disadvantage

Gives a clear structure to the OHSAS is not used as a means to continuous improvement but to an

quality of the work environment ends where the certification is the goal

Regular audit by a third party Culture and leadership are not measured in the scary but it is an

enables improvement of the Arbo important part of the implementation of the norm

management system

Is compatible with the ISO 9000 The norm is very abstract, not related to primary process of the

series company

Good quality of working Many procedures per activity to meet the standards for the norm;

environment can be proven doesn't improve clarity and ease of use

Framework is accepted Procedures are not always usecl

Tool is very organised/structured Quick Scan does not have the level of detail to come to a founded

conclusion on all items

Spider web result is not practical

Expertise (both audit and knowledge on norm) necessary for

performance

No tools available (e.9. iist of recommended documents for analysis)

The analysis gives much more information than is reflected in the

SQF

ú
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Table 7-5. Evaluation of the Safety Culture Quick Scan

Advantage Disadvantage

Different data-sources are used for the

assessment

Short duration of research (ideally finished

within a month)

Quick diagnosis whether the culture is a

relevant issue in safety problems

Especially useful for companies that have

fuily developed safety systems

The assessment fits with existing concerns

within the company

Number of company visits acceptable

No resistance to assessment as a result of

Iow threshold

High intensþ/short residence time

The method is "quick and dír|y", so it is less reliable and

lacks the theoretical basis of a full-blown safety culture

survey

The Quick Scan is bound to the previously identified

problem areas. Other problems are not directly taken into

consideration

The tool merely gives a backbone; the tool is not

streamlined. This reduces the (test-retest) reliability

Large dependence on creativity and ability of the researcher

to come to a good result

The tool has not yet been validated

Experienced, capable researcher needed due to large room

for creativity in the tool

Results depend on the researcher

There are some items that are mentioned regularly. The first item is the extent of

standardisation of the tools. A clear framework is appreciated by the researchers. The level of

expertise that is needed to perform the analyses is also mentioned a number of times, which

implies that this is considered to be an important aspect of assessment. Further analysis of the

various advantages and disadvantages of the tools is not practicable due to the large differences

in the basis and evaluation of the tools. When considering the entire list of advantages and

disadvantages it can be concluded that the tools complement (and overlap) each other in the

assessment procedure.

The major similarities and differences between the SQF assessment tools are summed

below.

Table 7-6. Evaluation of similarities and differences between SQF assessment tools

Similarities Differences

All three toois give subjective

judgments, especially OHSAS

en Safety Culture Quick Scan

The result of all SQF

assessment tools is a "picture"

of the current state of the

comparry

All three tools complement

each other

Tripod measures the effects/outcomes of all measures takery whereas

OHSAS measures the extent to which the interventions have been

implemented, and Safety culture is the result of long-term processes

OHSAS results relate to the structure of the company, safety culture

results relate to the culture of the company, Tripod results relate to the

óhort-term resuits of the structural and cultural measures which have

been deveioped within tl-re company.

An audit gives a mark whether something is present/implernented. This

type of result is not possible in the evaluation of Tripod and culture.

ó
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Similarities Differences

The theoretical basis for the Safety Culture Quick Scan is learç whereas

Tripod has a thorough theoretical basis.

The Safety Culture Quick Scan is much more thorough than the other two

SQF assessment tools

The question of "why" is of major importance in the Safety Culture Quick
Scan.

The results of Table 7-6 are not surprising. The fact that the different types of results are

emphasised is a good argument that the three tools complement each other both on the

theoretical basis and on practical basis. The distribution of the tools that are used during the

assessment of the SQF as is determined in chapter 3 is given inTableT-7.

Table 7-7.Tools for SQF assessment tools

Questionnaire Walk-round Documentanalysis Interviews Duration
Tripod

OHSAS

Safety culture

X

X

X

8 days

4 days

10 days

The duration is the time that the researchers spend on the assessment. The optimisation of
the assessment procedure is discussed per tool.

Ou¡stIoNNan<.s

Questionnaires are used for Tripod and the Safety Culture Quick Scan. The questionnaires

that were used in the case study are analysed for overlap in a manner that is described in
chapter 4. All correlations between the Basic Risk Factors of Tripod and the problem areas of the

Safety Culture Quick Scan are determined by using SPSS. A new data file is made in which only
the conditioned (grouped) variables are entered. Table 7-8 gives the correlations between the

BRFs and the problem areas as a whole. The correlations that are not statistically significant are

displayed as "ns". The numerical values of the correlations are given in Appendix P.

Table 7-8. Ranked (Spearman rho (r')) correlations between BRFs and problem areas

)E HW MM HK EC PR fR iCO lG ;ORG iDF

PA1 Correlation

Correlation

NS

NS

NS
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NS

ns

ns
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PA2 NS

-o,321PA3
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PA5
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Correlation
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Correlation

Correlation

NS
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Correlation
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NS
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As can be seen from Table 7-8, only 6 correlations are statistically significant, and their

values all lie in the range !0.25 - 0.50. This range signifies a moderate degree of relationship.

Therefore it can be concluded that on the whole there is uo real overlap in the questionnaires.

WALK-ROUND

A walk-round is done as a part of the OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan as well as for the Safety

Culture Quick Scan. The purpose of the walk-round for the OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan is to

assess whether the situation on the work floor is conform the OHSAS 18001 norm, whereas the

approach in the Safety Culture Quick Scan is to find out the basic assumptions of the people on

the work floor with reference to the dominating safety culture. This is for example reflected in

their knowledge of and attitude toward rules and regulations that concern safety.

These two approaches are not mutually exclusive, so it is definitely possible for the

researcher who is responsible for the Safety Culture Quick Scan to perform the walk-round for

the OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan when given the proper instructions. It is more suitable for the

safety culture researcher to do the OHSAS walk-round than the other way tound, for two

reasons. First of all, the assessment of the Safety Culture Quick Scan is more complex and less

bound by protocols than the OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan, so it is important for consistency that

the researcher performs all tasks necessary for Safety Culture Quick Scan throughout the

research and to prevent any loss of information. The second reason for this distinction is that

the walk-round for the OHSAS is less complex, because the main task is to check the presence of

items.

Howevet, there are two important drawbacks in combining the walk-round. First of all, the

researcher that performs the Safety Culture Quick Scan is not trained to do an OHSAS 18001

Quick Scan, which might cause him or her to miss important information. The second drawback

is the transfer of information concerning the results. \¡l/hen reporting the results of the walk-

round, it is possible that important information is missed during the briefing. Proper training

and good communication skills can relieve these concerns.

DOCI.IMENT ANALYSIS

Two of the SQF assessment tools use the documents of a company for the assessment. The

information sought for the OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan mostly relates to the existence of

procedures, forms and reference books, whereas the documents that are used for the Safety

Culture Quick Scan have an emphasis on the user-friendliness and clarity of the procedures,

forrns and reference books.

Combining the two tasks of document analysis is possible, but it is a tricky job. Contrary to

the walk-round, in document analysis documents need to be analysed on two different aspects.

In the walk-round the distinction between the two tasks is easier to establish. However, the

emphasis on document analysis as a tool for information gathering is much more important in

the OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan than in the Safety Culture Quick Scan. Therefore it could be
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advantageous for the assessment process to let the researcher for the OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan

also check the documents for matters of interest for the Safety Culture Quick Scan.

INTERvTEwS

Interviews are used for all SQF assessment tools. In the evaluation of the Safety Culture

Quick Scan there are even two rounds of interviews. The interviews for Tripod are done after

the questionnaire has been analysed. During the interviews the results of the questionnaires are

discussed and it is attempted to find explanations for the results and to uncover further

relations that have not been uncovered by the questionnaire alone.

The Safety Culture Quick Scan has two rounds of interviews. The first round of interviews

is dedicated to get a feeling for the basic assumptions that people have toward the safety culture

in the company. The second round of interviews is used to check whether the basic assumptions

that were found in the analysis of the data sources are correct.

The interviews that are performed for the OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan are intended to

uncover the attitudes that the employees have toward (compliance with) the OHSAS 18001

norm. The result of these interviews is to assess the general attitude, it is not an in-depth

analysis of the employees and management.

It follows from this analysis that the only possibility to combine interviews would be to

combine the first interview round of the Safety Culture Quick Scan with the interviews that are

done for OHSAS.

SOF rnn¡n¿no

Analysis of the questionnaires showed that there is no significant overlap, so there can be

no reduction in time consumption on that part of the SQF assessment procedure.

The collection of the data sources in the Safety Culture Quick Scan takes about 3 to 4 days.

It depends on the size of the company. The data collection for the OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan is 1

to 2 days. \rVhen combining the analysis of the documents and the walk-round of the OHSAS

18001 Quick Scan and the Safety Culture Quick Scan it is possible to reduce the total assessment

time. The extent of trimming depends on the planning of the assessment days. The difficulty lies

in the fact that neither the walk-round for the OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan, nor the document

analysis for the Safety Culture Quick Scan takes a full day.

The overlap in results is intrinsic to the tools that are used and can therefore not be reduced.

However, both the OHSAS 18001 Quick Scan and the Safety Culture Quick Scan use many

different data sources in order to come to a conclusion. If one data source can be eliminated, the

planning of an assessment day could be made more efficient. It is also more convenient for the

company that they don't have to deliver similar data sources twice.
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7.2.2 SQF - Addition to LOPA

It is discussed in section 7.1.2 that the extent of overlap between the SQF assessment tools is

determined on a deeper level than in the above analysis. This level relates to the content of the

tools in relation to the IPLs of LOPA.

The influence data from the first research question are used for a statistical analysis to

assess the amount of overlap between the tools concerning their connection with LOPA. The

reasoning behind this course of action is that if there is a large overlap between two tools, it is

not necessary to include in the SQF assessment procedure when SQF is used as a supplement

for LOPA.

This overlap is signified by the correlation between the tools. If there is a strong correlation

between two tools, there is a large overlap. This assumption is based on the fact that a strong

correlation signifies a linear relation between the two tools. If there is a strong linear relatiory

they are dependent on each other in the sense that one tool can predict the values of the other

tools.

The correlations that were found in SPSS are given in Table 7-9, Table 7-10 andTable 7-11.

The correlations that are not significant are signified with "ns". The background colour changes

with the increasing strength and sign of the correlation.

Although the p-value needs to be analysed with care (see section 5.3), the goal of this

exercise is to show a pattern. The smaller the correlatiory the larger the chance that it will not be

statistically significant. Therefore the values that are given as "ns" car. be regarded as small

values. This doesn't compromise the goal of clarifying the pattern.

The correlations between the different aspects of the SQF assessment tools (intra-SQF

assessment tools correlations) were also determined. They are given in Appendix Q.

Table 7-9. Pearson (r) correlations between OTISAS and Tripod
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Table 7-10. Pearson (r) correlations between OHSAS and SCeS

Table 7-11. Pearson (r) correlations between SCQS and Tripod
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It can be seen that none of the tools show a very strong overlap. This strengthens the
assertion that the tools are truly complementary in their identity as a tool for LOPA. The

overlap between the Safety Culture Quick Scan and OHSAS is very small, whereas there is
some overlap between Tripod and the other two SQF assessment tools.

This result strengthens the assertion that the different tools measure different aspects,

because of their small overlap, but the logic can't be reversed. If the influences were similar, that
would not have meant that they measure the same constructs.

7"2,3 Optimøl øssessment procedure for the SQF

The combination of the results of both analyses can't close the gap between the two
identities of the SQF. If the SQF is used as a tool to describe organisational safety, then the
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Development

8 DEVnTOPMENT

The analysis of the research question was done in a very abstract manner. Inherent to the

analysis was the development of a model. The model is implicitly present in the discttssion of

the analysis and the results of the research questions. This chapter makes the model more

explicit, by connecting it with reality. But before discussing practical uses of the model, a

description is given of the entire model in section 8.1. The model has such a wide range, that it
can be used in two different ways. These are described in sections 8.2 and 8.3.

8.L Model
The model that is constructed from the results of the analyses of the research questions is

given in Figure 8-1. On the left side of Figure 8-1 the most relevant aspects of LOPA are

explained. The background colour of LOPA is yellow. The most relevant aspects of LOPA for

this thesis are the IPLs and the fact that LOPA is based on scenario's and chance estimates. The

block Process Design has been added, because it is analysed together with the IPLs. The

background colour signifies that it is not an IPL.

The bullets on the left and right of the IPLs denote that an analysis is done on the different

IPLs. The bullets on the left side combine to yield the distribution of human aspects over the

IPLs.

On the right side of the model the Safety Quality Factor is explained as it consists of three

tools. The background colour of SQF is blue. The bullets that are connected to the tools signify

that there are more aspects to the SQF assessment tools.

The web of connections between the IPLs and the SQF assessment tools are a graphical

interpretation of the analysis that is done to assess the mutual influence between the IPLs and

the SQF assessment tools. This represents the influence distribution that was found in section

6.5.

The results (distributions) are given in green. This represents the combination of LOPA

(yellow) and SQF (blue). The dashed box around the two distributions signifies the

management tool that will be discussed in section 8.2. \Alhen the distributions are combined in a

different manner, a correction factor results. This correction factor leads to corrected chance

estimates which can be used in the analysis of LOPA scenarios. This is depicted hby the position

of the box "Corrected chance estimates". The basis of this correction factor is given in section

8.3.

8.2 Management tool
The management tool is directed toward management of a chemical facility that wishes to

improve the safety status of their company by improving their organisational safety. A second

prerequisite for using this tool is that the SQF for the company has been determined.

The management tool that is given in Figure 8-1 consists of a number of steps.
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1. Determine a unit in the tree (the Visio file) that seems suitable for improvement in the

company

2. Determine the percentage human aspects of that unit (in the Excel file). This assessment is

facilitated by the use of an Autofilter (function in Excel).

3. Determine whether the percentage human aspects is sufficient for its purpose.

4. If that unit has a sufficient high level of human aspects, then check the influence data

(Figure 6-4, Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6) of that block to assess which of the SQF assessment

tools.

5. The block(s) with the highest influence data will probably have most impact upon

improvement.

Care must be taken to check the outcome of this analysis with the SQF outcomes. If an

outcome of the above tool is to address a certain BRF, but that BRF was found to be a relative

strength (control score 90% or higher), it is advisable to use another SQF aspect. The concept of

relative strengths and weaknesses of Tripod is discussed in section 4.1.1.
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Layer of Protection Analysis Safety Quality Factor

Inltiating evonts
Probability of Failure on

Demand of lPLs

Conected chance estirnates I

I

Figure 8-1. Model of results
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This analysis can also be reversed. If the assessment of the SQF yields non-conformities for

OHSAS or relative weaknesses in Tripod, the influence data can be used to determine the

aspects of the technical environment that could be of influence for the cause of that non-

conformity or relative weakness.

8.3 LOPA enhance dby SQF

If LOPA were to be adjusted, the emphasis would lie on the scenarios that are used in the

performance of a LOPA analysis. The analysis of a LOPA scenario consists of a number of steps.

These steps have been discussed in section 3.4. Two of these steps in the analysis of LOPA

scenarios can be linked with human aspects.

1,. Estimate(s) for the frequency of initiating event(s)

2. Estimates for the PFDs of independent protection layers

There are important differences between the two estimates. The initiating event is

something that goes wrong, or something that should have been done, whereas the IPLs are the

measures that (attempt to) counteract the consequences of the initiating event.

The large difference between the natures of two estimates justifies two different correction

factors. The analysis of the research questions shows a large interface of all SQF assessment

with the IPLs. Therefore all SQF assessment tools influence the correction. However, in order to

come to a good measure, weighing factors need to be introduced and that is beyond the scope

of this thesis. Therefore the correction factors are equal as long as there is no correction by

weighing factors. This correction needs to reflect the differences by taking the following
theoretical assertion into consideration:

. The angle of the OHSAS 18001 norm lies on human interaction with equipment. This gives

a direct link with the IPLs, because the IPLs (partly) consist of equipment. Tripod focuses

more on the control of the (organisational) environment, and the assertion that an initiating

event has taken place points to a lack of control of the environment. This makes Tripod a

very suitable tool to improve the estimate for the frequency of an initiating event. Safety

Culture has a more coordinating role in organisational safety and is therefore more difficult
to pin to one of the estimates.

o Flowever, it resulted from Table 7-9, Table 7-10 and Table 7-1.1. that there is very little
overlap between the SCQS influence distribution and the OHSAS distributiory whereas

Tripod has a moderate overlap with both tools. SCQS and OHSAS thus give different

information with respect to LOPA, whereas the information given by Tripod is partly

overlapped by both tools. So OHSAS and SCQS truly complement each other, which has a

profound effect on the addition of weighing factors.

The next step is the calculation of the numerical value of the correction factor can be

determined. FIowever, there are a number of considerations on the correction factor that need to

be discussed in order to get a clear view of the steps that need to be taken for the calculation of
the correction factor. These considerations are mentioned for the PFDs of the IPLs, but they are

also valid for the frequency estimates for the ínitiating events.
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o In the assignment of the PFD it is assumed that the PFD is chosen based on proper

treatment of the equipment (IPL) involved. If a company treats the equipment in a proper

manner, no correction will be needed. If the company performs above the set standards, the

PFD even decreases, because the chances of defects have been minimised by the (overly)

strict supervision and maintenance schedules. If the company scores below the set

standard, the PFD increases as a result of bad practices. An implicit assumption here is that

if a company does everything wrong, nothing would work, because the PFD would rise to

1. This is not an unlikely assumptiory especially if the company has lasted long enough for

maintenance to become important.

As a result of the inherent differences between the IPLs, a different PFD correction factor

needs to be determined per IPL.

The definition of "proper handling" is an important issue in the determination of the

correction factors for PFD and initiating events (IE) frequencies. This definition is different

per SQF assessment tool, because they cover different areas and are measured in different

ways. For Tripod the maximum score is 100% control over a BRF. However, 100o/o control is

a higher score than "acceptable", so an acceptable score is set to 80% of the maximum score.

This choice is substantiated by the fact that in Tripod nomenclature a scote above 90o/" is a

relative strength and a score below 70% 1s a relative weakness (Source; internal report TNO,

2003). OHSAS uses so-called "performance indicators", which indicate the extent to which

each element of the norm has been implemented. The mark ranges from 1 to 5, and a mark

of 4 or higher signifies an adequate implementation (Source: internal report TNO, 2003).

Following the standard set by Tripod and OHSAS, a score of 4 on the SCQS questionnaire is

taken as a standard for "acceptable behaviour".

Because the focus of this thesis is the operational phase, the interfaces that are used for the

IPL Process Design are also limited to the operational phase. This means that only the

average of the influence data of the units 1.4.3 (Operatiory technical), 1,.4.4 (Operation,

organisational), 1..4.5 (Maintenance), and 1.4.6 (Modifications) is used for the IPL Process

Design.

There are three further aspects that need to be considered in the calculation of the PFD and

IE frequency correction factors. The influence profiles between the SQF assessment tools

and LOPA and the scores of the company on the SQF assessment tools are the most obvious

aspects. A large interface signifies a large influence between the SQF assessment tool and

LOPA, which increases the influence on the PFD and IE frequency correction factors.

The calculation of the correction factor will be explained below in a few steps.

1. Multiply the company data with the influence data per iPL per BRF and per OHSAS norm

element and per SCQS problem area.

This yields 11 (BRFs) *5 (IPLs) + 17 (norm elements)*S + 10 (problem areas) * 5 = 190 numbers.

This is done because they form the basis of the correction factor.

2. Divide these numbers by the percentage of "proper treatment"
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This means that the numbers for Tripod are divided by 80% and the numbers for OHSAS are

divided by 4.

3. Sum these numbers per IPL.

This summation yields a number that is not equal to 1 if all numbers are 80% and 4,

respectively. This is caused by the fact that the interaction data do not add to 1. Therefore a

correction needs to be made to normalise the numbers. This is done in step 4 and 5.

4. Sum the interaction data per IPL.

5. Divide this summation by the total interaction per IPL.

6. Calculate the average of the correction factors.

7. This yields the correction factor for both chance estimates.

These correction scores can't be directly implemented in LOPA scenarios. The percentage of

human aspects per IPL also needs to be taken into consideration. The higher the percentage of

human aspects, the larger the impact of the organisational correction.

If the correction were implemented in the (bare) frequencies, the correction of the final

results would be minimal. This would not be representative of the impact the correction is

thought to have. In the calculation of LOPA scenarios the -log values of the PFD and IE
frequencies are used to assess whether the IPLs constitute a sufficient risk reduction as

described in section 3.4. Therefore the following formula is made for the correction of the PFDs

and IE frequencies.

p F D = 1 g-(- los (rro' ) c F rno HA-tog( P ro, )'(t - ne))

PFDI is the technical PFD, CFpeo is the PFD correction factor, and HA is the percentage

human aspects in the IPL under consideration.

The PFD is split in a human term and a technical term. The first term on the right side of the

equation signifies the human aspect of the PFD and the second term signifies the technical

aspects. The multiplication with HA and (1 - HA), respectively gives the distribution of the two

aspects. The correction factor is then introduced to the organisational partof the PFD. So if the

percentage of human aspects is largø the impact of the correction also increases, and if the

percentage of human aspects is low, the correction will be limited.

With this formula the correction is made in the -log value of the PFD, and by taking the

minus 10th power of the -log value of the corrected PFD, the corrected PFD value results.

It is super fluent to state that the maximum value of any PFD is 1. If a company scores so

low on SQF that the corrected PFD becomes larger than 1, it is cut off to 1.

PRACTICAL n/PLEMENTAIION

TNO has developed an Excel sheet that can be used for the documentation and analysis of

LOPA scenarios. This Excel sheet has been adjusted to contain the proposed new version of the

SQF as well as the correction factors. It has been attempted to minimise the alteration to the

Excel sheet, which resulted in additions to rather than substitutions of cells.
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In order to accomplish this, a few modifications were made. The first modification was to

make more space for the analysis of the initiating event. It is possible that the initiating event

consists of a number of different aspects. lzVhen these different aspects relate to different IPLs or

parts of IPLs, it is necessary to implement more than one correction factor for the initiating

event of the scenario. When splitting the frequencies of the different aspects of the initiating

event, the total frequency is the sum of the "sub frequencies". This doesn't hold true for the

accompanying -log values.

The corrected sub frequencies are summed to yield the corrected frequency of the initiating

event. The -log value of the corrected frequency is then calculated for further use in the

analysis. A part of the resulting Excel sheet is given below. A copy of the original Excel sheet

and a copy of the new proposed version of the sheet are given in Appendix R.

Description Prob.
t-l

Freq.
Ítyrl

'log
Uy¡l

Freq. Corr
Uyrl

-log corr
Uv¡l

itiating event
,"ypically a
'nequency)

Dem¡water heated to a too high temperature due to a m¡stake of the
operator (lljrlreaclor there are 4 reactors) or as a result of equipment failure
(0,1 ).

5,2E-01 0,28 5,38E-01 0,27

Part of lE
Relevant IPL

Fout operator Corr' Factor 0'952708681

Critical alarms and human intervention %HF whole IPL 0,690903335
4,00E-

01
0,40 4,12E-01 0,38

Part of lE
Relevant IPL

Falen van apparatuur corr' Factor 0'949655253

Basic Process Control System %HF whole IPL 0,378518049
1,20E-

01
0,92 1,25E-01 0,90

Part of lE
Relevant IPL

Corr. Factor 0,936285396

Process Design (Operational) %HF whole IPL 0,636828247

Part of lE
Relevant IPL

Corr. Factor 0,936285396

Process Design (Operational) %HF whole IPL 0,636828247

The relevant IPL can be selected from a list. The correction factor and percentage of human

aspects per IPL are linked to that cell, so these values change instantly when a different IPL is

chosen. The same procedure is repeated for the IPLs.

No further additions were made to the Excel sheet. The existing calculations were adjusted

to use the corrected frequencies, but the format of the formulas remained intact.

This Excel sheet can be used by TNO to facilitate their LOPA analyses.

This calculation is exemplified by the case study that is done in the course of the research.

This is discussed in chapter 9.

8.4 Drawbacks of the model

A model is a simplification of reality. As such, certain choices need to be made concerning

what to include in the model. This is done by making assumptions and demarcating the

research area. The demarcation of the research and the assumptions concerning the model have

been discussed throughout the report. However, the drawbacks that have creeped into the

model have not been thoroughly discussed.
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The first, and most obvious drawback of the model is the lack of weighing factors. A
certain bias may have been introduced in the analysis of the logic tree as a result of naming

certain aspects with more units than others, while they are equally important. This lack of
weighing factors also affects the analysis of the influence distributions in a number of ways. The

basis of that analysis is formed by the root factors and the SQF assessment tools. There are no

weighing factors in the root factors, or inter-SQF assessment tools or intra-SQF assessment

tools. Much improvement can be made to relieve this issue.

' Another drawback is found in the logic tree. This logic tree is made by one persory and the

logic of the tree strongly depends on that person. This diminishes the reproducibility of the tree.

The results might change significantly if another person would perform a similar analysis, but
at this stage that can't be tested. This drawback also has a positive side, where it is possible to
enhance the tree by the logic of other people. However, if they choose not to change the first
three levels of the tree their influence will be limited. This is not necessary, because the

numerical analysis enables changing the format of the tree, as long as the nomenclature (tag

numbers, i.e. 1.1.1) of naming the units is not affected.

A third drawback is the strong basis on LOPA. This interferes with the management tool.
The logic tree that is based on LOPA might not be the most suitable tool to identify weaknesses

in the organisational safety of the company, because it is a tool that is designed to assess

technical safety, not organisational safety. The model is however useful in case of a specific

breakdown of a part of an IPL that might occur occasionally, and the management wants to
know how to improve that by changing the organisational safety. But the chance of such event

is limited.
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9 CNSN STUDY

The previous chapters, including the results and their discussion are mostly theoretical,

and there is room for a limited validation with a case study. This chapter is dedicated to the

discussion of the results in the framework of a case study. A part of previous research done by

TNO was a case study that implemented both the SQF and LOPA. The results that followed

from this research are used as a case study to (try to) validate certain parts of the research done

in this thesis. In this case study the IPLs are considered to be parts of the chemical facility,

rather than as safeguards. Therefore reference is made to the IPLs in a wider context than for

their PFDs.

9.1, Relation between organisational and technical safety (RQl)

The main result of research question 1b is the influence profile over the different SQF

assessment tools and the IPLs of LOPA. Because the Safety Culture Quick Scan has been

eliminated as a result of research question 2, it is not taken into consideration in the evaluation

of the profile.

The LOPA study that was conducted with the case company resulted in 90 scenarios. Not

all scenarios are analysed in this test, because many scenarios are very similar in set-up.

The application of the influence distributions in the analysis of scenarios needs some

discussion. The influence distributions were established at the lowest level of the analysis of the

IPLs. This level of detail has made the analysis easier, because the unit of analysis is so clearly

defined. Flowever, the definitions used in the scenarios refer to entire IPLs, rather than its root

factors. Furthermore, the analysis of the IPLs of research question 1a was based on normal

operation, and not on process upsets, which is the basis for any scenario. This reduces the

applicability of the root factors to the analysis of scenario. Therefore the influence profiles of the

IPLs (entire) are taken as units in the analysis.

For the analysis of the scenarios only the Tripod influence profiles are used. The reason for

not taking OHSAS and safety culture into consideration is that the distributions of the different

aspects of the two tools are so close together. This limits its use in trying to establish whether

the ranks of the different aspects of the tools is correct. The variation in the Tripod profile is

much larger, and therefore more suitable for analysis.

9.1..L 9cenørio ønølysis

9.T.'1..L Scenario 1

Initiøting eaent: Demi zoøter heøted to ø too high temperøture due to a mistøke of the

operrúor (llyrlreactor; there øre 4 reactors) or øs n result of equipment føih.n'e (0,7).

C onse quenc e : P r o duct off- sp ec

IPL: Inspection by personnel
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This initiating event has two sides. One side is operator failure, which is directly linked to

the IPL critical alarms and human interventiory and the other side is equipment failure, which is

most likely related to the IPL BPCS. The influence data for the IPL Critical alarms are not

statistically significanf so they will not be taken into consideration.

The main purpose of this test is to assess whether the influences have been ranked in the

right order. Therefore only the ranks of the influence data will be discussed.

INrnArrNG EVENT- BPCS

The ranks for the influence distribution of the BRFs for the IPL BPCS are the following:

T& P& DE, MM, DF, HW, CO, HK, OR, EC,IG

The former four BRFs reflect the possible causes of the equipment failure very well. If the

personnel is insufficiently trained, the installation might have been faulty, which might be a
cause for the failure. The training of the personnel is regulated by procedures, which thereby

also becomes an aspect in the possible cause for the failure.

If the design of the equipment is wrong, the probability of equipment failure increases

strongly. The same line of reasoning goes for maintenance. If the equipment is insufficiently

maintained or the maintenance is done incorrectly, the equipment will probably fail.

It can be seen that the BRFs with the largest influence interface with the IPL BPCS correctly

predict the causes of the initiating event (equipment failure) of this scenario.

The influence data between the IPL Critical alarms and human intervention and the OHSAS

18001 norm elements and SCQS problem areas are not statistically significant, so it is not useful

to perform an analysis of this profile with reference to the scenario.

9.1.L,2 Scenario 2

Initiøting erent: Broken flozo meter or leakøge of bottom aalae or leakage in a ¡Lessel or

leøkage in one of the flanges of ø oessel

Consequence: Pøcking of reøctor aessel ruptures ønd flies øround the føcility
IPLs: Criticøl alarms ønd human interaention, Physicnl protectiott

This initiating event consists of four possibilities. The broken flow meter clearly relates to

BPCS, and the latter three options are best described by the IPL Process Design. In the IPL

Process Design the emphasis is placed on the operational aspect of the life-cycle. The relation

between BPCS and Tripod has been explained for a similar matter in the first scenario, so it is
not necessary to repeat the same analysis.

INrrrarrruc EVENI- PRocESS DESTcN

The ranks for the influence distribution of the BRFs with the operational aspects of process

design are the following:

TR, PR, CO, HW, DE, MM, DF, HK, EC, O& IG
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Again, training is a very important aspect in the failure of a piece of equipment. The

following BRFs Procedures and Communication effectively have the same interpretation as

training. If there is insufficient communication on the status of the faciTity, starting equipment

failures will either not be noticed or they will not be communicated to the right person, which

enables the equipment failure to become large enough to cause an initiating event.

The hardware and design of the equipment is also very important as is noticed in the

discussion of the previous scenario. H'owever, it is striking that the organisational BRFs have a

larger influence interface than the "technical" BRF Design. This emphasises the importance of

the organisation on the working of the facility.

9.2 LOPA enhance dby the SQF - validation
Validation of the results of the first aspect of the second research question (optimisation of

the assessment procedure as it currently exists) can only be done by performing a new case

study. This was not possible in the course of this thesis.

The model that was developed in section 8.3 can be validated by adjusting the LOPA

scenarios that were analysed in the course of the case study.

The two scenarios that are discussed in section 9.L are also analysed numerically for the

validation of the model. The results are given in Table 9-1. andTable9-2.

Table 9-1. Numerical analysis of first example scenario

Title: High temperature by addition of water

Frequency Corrected frequency

(worst)

Corrected

frequency (best)

Initiating event 0.52 0.771 0.44

0.072Enabling event

Frequency of unmitigated

consequence

0.09 0.15

4.681.02 8.7 702 3.210'2

IE Correction +86% 32%

IPLs

BPCS

Critical alarms

SIF

Physical protection

0.1 0.25 0.067

PFD of all IPLs 0.1 0,25 0.067

Frequency of mitigated

consequence

4.7 L03 2.21.02 2.1.1.03

PFD Correction +368% -55%

Risk matrix: category 1
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Case study

Title: Jamming of reactor as a result of insufficient water

Frequency Corrected frequency
(worst)

Corrected

frequency (best)

lnitiating event 0.52 0.855 0.429

Enabling event

Frequency of unmitigated

consequence

0.09

3.1410-2

0.15

b.s ro,
0,072

2.L.102

lE Correction +180% -33%

Table 9-2. Numerical analysis of second example scenario

The second column gives the results of the case study. For the third and fourth column the
company data were adjusted to signify the worst case and best case, respectively. The lowest
row marks the position in the risk matrix as it was given in Table3-2.. The adjustments to the
company data to calculate worst case and best case are given below:

Table 9-3. Best case and worst case company data and correction factor

Worst case Best case

Tripod

OHSAS

SCQS

Correction factor

The scores for Tripod are limited to the range of 0.6 and 1, because a score of 0.6 is believed

to be very bad. In the worst case the correction can be more than 300% increase in PFD for the
IPLs. This large increase in PFD can be attributed to the large percentage of human aspects in
the IPL Critical Alarms. A more subtle change can be effected if weighing factors are

introduced, which might reduce the percentage of human aspects.
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0.6

7

1.

0.41,6

1

6

5

1.25

Critical alarms

protection

protection

PFD of all IPLs

Frequency of mitigated

consequence

Risk matrix: category 3
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Conclusions and recommendations

1.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

After the presentation and discussion of the results the conclusions that can be drawn from

these results are discussed. The conclusions will establish the link between the results and the

goal of the research. The chapter finishes with a number of recommendations for further

research.

L0.L Conclusions

The most important aspect of this thesis is the question whether the goal set by the research has

been accomplished. In order to be able to answer that question the research goal is repeated

below:

To der.telop a model zoithin the f'rømezoork defíned by the ongoing resenrch at TNO thøt

clørifies (semi-qunntitatiuely) the relation betzoeen orgønisøtionnl safety ønd technical

søfety in kxisting) chemicøl føcilities ønd shortens the necessøry assessment time

nssociated zuith current assessment methods for organisøtionøl søfety.

The model that has been developed in the course of this research consists of a number of

clearly identifiable parts. Since they are the main result of this thesis, the conclusions are shaped

in the same order.

1.. The analysis of the Independent Protection Layers of LOPA

2. The analysis of the distribution of influence between LOPA and the SQF

3. The analysis of the assessment procedure of the SQF

A fourth aspect of the research that is not identifiable in the model is the analysis of the

overlap in the influence distributions over the IPLs of LOPA. The results are incorporated in the

model, but they are embedded in the third aspect of the model.

1.

The conclusions regarding the different aspects of the model are given below:

The analysis of the IPLs is done by using the format of a logic tree. Numerical analysis of

this logic tree results in a distribution of human aspects over the logic tree of the IPLs. The

identification of the percentages human aspects then reveals a profile of the relation

between organisational safety and technical safety as described by LOPA.

The distribution of influence between LOPA and the SQF is an attempt to further clarify the

relation between organisational safety and technical safety. The analysis done in the first

aspect of the model has a strong focus on the technical aspect of the interface between

organisational safety and technical safety, and this analysis brings organisational safety into

the interface.

The combination of these two aspects give the relation between organisational safety and

technical safety as described by SQF and LOPA, respectively.
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Conclusions and recommendations

3. The assessment procedure of the SQF was also analysed for possibilities for optimisation. In
the current format these possibilities are limited. There is indeed overlap in the results, but
the results of the separate tools are inherent in the tools, so that can't be avoided. The only
way to rid of this type of overlap is to re-evaluate the tools and perhaps replace them.

Within the framework of these tools some room for improvement is found.

The entire model, especially the logic tree, needs to be regarded as a hall-stand which needs

to be furnished with weighing factors. The addition of weighing factors will complete the

model as it is in its current form.

Overall, it can be concluded that the model that has been developed in the course of this thesis

satisfies the goals set for the research.

1.0.2 Recommendations

The first pillar of the model is the logic tree of the IPLs of LOPA. The drawbacks of this

logic tree have already been discussed in section 8.4. The shape of the logic tree can be

enhanced by the addition of (more) political and economic considerations. The major drawback

of the model is the lack of weighing factors. The model could be greatly improved upon the

introduction of weighing factors. At a first glance, this seems like a very elaborate tasþ but as a

result of the repetitions in the logic tree, the number of different weighing factors is reduced

greatly. Furthermore it is recommended to validate the shape of the tree by a peer group similar
to a HAZOP team.

The Safety Quality Factor in its current form is not yet fully developed. One obvious

drawback of the Safety Quality Factor is that it gives an accurate assessment of the current

safety state of the company, but it lacks to assess the willingness and capacity of the

management to improve the safety state of the company. Additionally, the SQF doesn't give

any handles for this improvement. Resultantly, as the Safety Quality Factor is a "photograph"
of the company; there is a complete lack of follow-up. Great improvements can be made, also

marketing wise. One possibility would be to offer a package deal of a complete assessment in
combination with a (validated) guide for improvement. The knowledge obtained by the

assessment of the SQF can then be used for founded recommendations.

The result of the SQF assessment procedure has not been validated, because there was no

case company to test it on. Before validation it is recommended that the people involved in the

assessment procedure meet and discuss the optimisation options that have been discussed in
this thesis. Together they might come to a more elaborate solutiory because they have all the

knowledge. Furthermore, it is recommended to validate the results in the next case company.

The (nameless) management tool that results from the model is not yet user-friendly. It is

recommended that a program is developed (written) that increases the user-friendliness of the

tool.
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